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Middle Voice and Grammaticalization of the Reflexive Morpheme in
, Limbu
Central DePartment of Linguistics
1. Introduction
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suffixes and a negattve
Tibeto-Burman is supposed to be a prefix-prominent language
Limbu is a complex proniminali zed

the reciprocal suffix
has given about two hundred and

tifty

hipt'to

same

hit'. It suftices to prove Limbu to be a
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Limbu does not show an acttve-passlve

It

an

'J'apanese and an
middle contrast
Greek. Sanskrit

with the
-tt
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between
b

That

In Limbu all
is the reason
and moqt nf the transitive verbs are active.
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1.

2.

takes
a
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3. Reflexive and Reciprocal
Shibarani (1999) has noted that the Indo-European middle is polysemous
with reflexive, reciprocal, inchoalive, e!c. apart from the inflectional active-middle
opposition Limbu has a reflexive morpheme si7 which sometimes coincides with
the reciprocal meaning:
3.
kery-a'He fell down'(MIDDLE)
I

4.
5.

kery-siy'He fell himself (deliberately) (REFLEXIVE)
me-gey-siry'They fell each other' (RECIPROCAL)
Limbu reflexive morpheme often has deliberative reading. If a verb suffixed with
the reflexive morpheme siq the sentential subject usually does not take the ergative
marker,'ille-ie-re'. This tendency shows the intransitive behavour of the reflexive
morpheme in Limbu.

4.Grammaticalization of <siy>
In Chinese (see Simon 1964) shin means 'heart' and 'soul'. The following
Limbu morphemes homophonous with the Chinese shin show the polySemy (or the
metaphorical extension) of the Chinese underlying meaning:

6.
.
8.
9.
7

sik-cim-ma 'be convinced'
sik-tuk-ma'be obseesed'
sik-sam-ma 'be like doing'
cam-jik 'spiritualism'

In the Limbu dictionary siy means 'tree',

sik means 'hearUanger', cik means
'conscience, sazt means 'soul'
Comparing these Limbu words with the Chinese root meaning heart and
soul, we can conjecture that Limbu siy, sik, cik, sam, cam have cognate
relationship with the Chinese root shin. The same Sino-Tibetan root meaning heart

or soul may have been grammaticalized as the reflexive morpheme in iimbu.
Interestingly, Sanskrit reflexive pronoun is also derived from the word dtman
meaning soul and Nepali reflexive pronoun dphu is etymologically derived from

ti

the same Sanskrit word.
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on "Preliminary Report on Sociolinguislic Survey of the Jirel
to UNESCO, rDivision of ' Cultural' Identiti'es and
Intercultural Relations in 1992, the purpose of this'iiaper is'to describe the status of
the Jirely'anguage spoken by the Jirels in their community. Specifically, it.also
Based

Community" submitted

looks at'the use of the Jirel language and their attitude 'tirwaidSr their' own language,
the othor languages, especially Nepali, the national language.
The main settlements of the Jirels are in *ie'Jiri dnd Sikri valleys in the
Dolakha district, the Janakpur zone. They are scattered in l3'villages; The tohl
number of their population is 4.889 according to the national cenSus 1991. but it is
estimated to be three times (Jirel 1992). However, Strahm and Maibaum (1996)
: "
estimate the population is around 6,500.
The Jirels are a lesser known ethnic group having their own language.
They belong to Mongoloid stock, physically resembling the Magars with round
faces and namow eyes. They basically peasants. They primarily follow Lamaistic
customs. They farm the hilly lands and river valleys. Literacy among them is very
l9w Dor Bah4dur Bista is the first anthropologist'to:publish the ethnographic work
on them in his book. People ofNepal.
On the basis o[ the Swadesh 100 word list, the Jirel language is 60Vo
.related to Tibetan'an d 58 979 to Sourhel Sherpa (Strahm and Maibau"m tqZt). flr"
language belongS to the Tibeto-Burmani family."Earl,'in11968. C.M. Bandhu
conducted a preliminary study on the'langulnge. E3ther'strahm and Anita Maibaum
(1971: 1975) carried out a phonological study of the language and prepared an
exhaustive study. They are currently working I ''o,n'' "Ai ]irel.Nepali-English
Habazakt, a Ph.D. student
of Asia and Africa,. Tokyo
:
on 'a doctoral
on I'Social and
i

jr.-:

E

T'i

J

2. Methodology of the
i:

Survey

.1

ITEIS.

rl

:

The sociolinguistic survey was cauied out in Jiri in the Dolakha district,
'the Janakpur Zone, irithe'mid-eastern N'epal covering l3 villages around the Jiri
valley. The sample included 180 households. The interviews were administered to
the head of each household. In absence of a male head, a female household head
Gipan Vol. l:2, pp., l4J
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was interviewed. An intensive training in filling out the questionnaires and
administering the interviews was given to the two Jirels.
The contents of the questionnaires were designed to collect information
on: (a) the patterns of language use in the household as well as in the community;
(b) which languages the family members use while talking to each other: and (c)
the situational language use. The significant part of the questionnaire was to probe

the Jirel's attitude toward their language and the Nepali language. The
questionnaire also evaluated the degree to which the Jirel family members
understand, speak, read and write the Nepali language.
3. The Sample of the Survey

Of 13 villages, the Ratemate is prednminantly the Jirel's settlement. The
Kot village, followed by Tallo Sikri, also has more Jirels than other ethnic groups.
That is why more households of these villages were included in the sample (Table

{}

r).

The number of 145 male and 35 female respondents participated in the
interviews (Table 2). As for literac of the respondents, 60 are literate and 120
illiterate (Table 3). The main occupation of the respondents is agriculture.
Therefore, the highest number of 145 respondents do agriculture, 30 of them do
services, 4 of them do business and one respondent is a Buddhist Lama (Table 4).
As for the family type of respondents, 174 households are nuclear families and 6
households joint families (Table 5). As for marriages of respondents and their
children with other ethnic groups, 161 of them have married within the Jirels
themselves, 2 of them and their 4 sons and one daughter are married to Tamangs, 2
of them to Rais, 2 of them to Sherpas and one to Sunwar. The intermarriage cases
in the Jirel sample households are 10.57a (Table 6).

4. The Findings of the Survey
Language use in the family: In the 6 joint families, the Jirel language is
exclusively spoken. Out of 174 nuclear families, one family without children uses
Nepali only, 4 families with children speak Nepali only in their home. Eight
families without children speak both Jirel and Nepali to each other. The rest of the
families speak Jirel only.
Among the families with intermarriages, 5 families speak exclusively
Nepali, 14 farnilies both Jirel and Nepali. The reason why the Jirels speak Nepali
only or both Jirel and Nepali is the intermarriage with non-Jirel speaking persons
(Table 7).

t.

-
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Language Attitude: To find out the Jirel's attitude towards their own
language and the Nepali language, the respondents were asked to express their
opinions about four statements about the languages (Table 8). Out of 180
respondents, 173 felt that only Jirel should be spoken in their house and 7 felt
otl.rerwise. Hundred and twenty-two respondents agreed that their children should
be taught to read and write Jirel in school while 35 respondents did not agree, and
23 r'espondents gave a "don't know" answer. Hundred and sixty respondents agreed
that all Jirels should learn to speak Nepali. 12 respondents did not agree, and 8
respondents neither agreed nor disagreed.
Hundred and six respondents did not object if their children would marry
Nepali-speaking persons while 54 respondents objected. And 20 respondents gave
a "don't know" answer.
Table 8 shows that the Jirels have a strong affiliation to their language as
well as a liberal attitude towards learning Nepal. They have come to realize that
the Nepali language is necessary for participating beyond the immediate Jirel
community.
Language spoken in different situations: Out of 180,34 respondents use
both Nepali and Jirel to communicate to a Jirel friend of apother village. In other
situations they use mostly Jirel (Table 9).
The Nepali language competency: The respondents were asked to what
extent they and their family members understand, speak and read write the Nepali
language. However, the literacy test was not conducted to determine how literate
they were. In Nepal, literacy mean reading and writing in the national language,
Nepali which is also the official language and the medium of instruction and

examination

$
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in

school. Therefbre,

it is

natural that the more literate

the

respondents, the more competent they are in understanding, speaking and writing
the Nepali language. One third of the respondents in the sample claimed that they
were literate.

6. Conclusions
On the basis of the findings and observations, the following conclusions
can be drawn: The Lamogangu-Jiri road was built in 1985 by the Swiss
Government to promote economic and social development of the local people in
the Jiri valley. Linguistically, the road has transported numerous Nepali-speaking
people over to Jiri. So far, the presence of the increasing Nepali-speaking
population has not influenced the Jirels in using Nepali. The Jirel language does
not face the danger.of being replaced by Nepali.
The Nepali language is used only in the households with intermarriage.
There is a strong correlation between literacy arnong the Jirels and competency in

Sociolinguisti c..."I I 50

linders'tanding, speaking; feading and writing the Nepali language. In Nepal,
literhcy means readingand writing in the Nepali language.
'I'here ts no significant difference in the use of Nepali among the Jirels

living rteal

the road verius tfrose fiuirg fu.tt er away fi-om the road.
' This survey was carried out five years ago. Therefore, a follow-up study
,itould'be signifrcant to determine whether a sociolinguistic change has come in the
'

.

':

:

'

Jirel community after a five-year period.
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Appendix
Table 1 : Name of villages where
households were surveyed

Number
1.

2.

Mathilo Sikri

4

rri:

r:i

lir

rl

i
I

I
Table 2: Number of Respondents
by Sex
umber

Sex

145

.t

Botle

I

- B handar
J.

T6

,.

4. Kot
5. Rate Bhandar

43

6. Chepte

7

7. Dhunge

9

8. Ratmate
9. Tallo Sikri
10. Bhaiselumbu
11. Chgarnali

12. Dudule

13.

.1

2

Table 4 Occupation of Respondents

48
31

7

Sel vice

2

n

+

5
':

l'"

t

!

4

Total

180

Table

i

-"i

!.

''Tatrle 5:-Family type-of
Education

Literate
Illiterate
Total

Number
60

t2a
180

Type of
Nuclear
Joint
Total

family

'

Number

t74
6
180
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Table 6: Iv{arriage of Respondents and
their children with other ethnic

Ethnic Group
Jirel to Jirel
Jirel to Brahmin
Jirel to Gurung
Jirel to Tanlang
Jirel to Rai
Jirel to Sherpa
to Sunwar
Total

Nurnber

t45
1
3

4
2
2
I

180

Table 7: I-anguage use in Joint Ianrilies and Nuclear farnilies
(a) Jirel only

Type
Joint

) Nepali (c) Jirel and Nepali
Nurnber
Number

to
FatherAvlother'

Father/lvlother to
Grandparents
Grandparents to
Grandchildren

6

6

6

6

6

6

to
6

6

Number
to Mother
Mother to Father
Father to Child
Child to Father
Mother to Child
to

Total

/

I

B

174

r65

I

8

t74

t64

6

174

164

4
4

6

ll4

t61

4

6

114

64

6
I

x

u
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Table B: Do yoLl agree with the following statement

Agree Don't agree

Staternent

Don't

I 153

?

Know

Total

(a) Only Jirel should
be spoken in hour
house

\73

7

t22

35

23

180

r60

t2

8

r80

106

54

20

180

180

(b)Your children
should read and

write Jirel in
school

(c) All Jirels should
learn to speak
Nepali
(d) It is acceptable
for your children
to marry a person
who speaks only
Nepali, not Jirel.

Table 9: What language do you speak to a Jirel in the following situations

Jirel

Situations
(a) At work
(b) At the local

Nepali

Both Jirel & Nepali Total
.rl

J

117

market

17

6

?

1

180

3

180

34

180

27

180

(c) Seeing a friend

from an other
l

village

L42

4

(d) Seeing a relative
from another

village

153

* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the XXIX
Conference

International

on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics Rijks University
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This paper examines the compound verbs in Nepali. The theme of' this
paper is to identify the compoundhood in the structure of the verbal systenr in ll],J

right of complex predicatehood. This paper is developed from the extract ol' ir:!

MA thesis (Lohani, 1999) as a self-contained work. This paper presenti';r'sholt
background first and it is followed by its main body.'Liter, we introdu'ae the
complex system of verbal construction and develop onwards arguing complex and
compound stem, vector and tight verbs, and compound verbs and complex
predicaLes. The last section deals with the compound verb in the light of complex
predicates. It examines two light verbs in the verbal thain, treats their Seleition
iestrictions and negativization of the complex.
".,

r

.'.:,...it I." - ':.:,.ti

J

L Background
We come across two types of verbs in the works of Nepali grammar' whi.lb
talking about the types of Nepali verbs, namely simple and compound: (Compound
verbs are formed by conjoining one or more auxiliaries with main verbs (Adhikari,
2055 BS:111). No imperfective forms can be formed,ryithoutr,two roots (Polthfiel,

2054: 26,30)). ln these grammars, two types of verbal suffixes have been
identified: predicate suffix (aakhaat pratyaya) iiad{partieiplermlffix,(krit,pratya}ii)the former is that type whictr m'artb verb rootblfinite anil'the,ldter.nori:finiie;'thb
non-finite forms can lorm compound verbs combining with another verbs. The
functions of the auxiliaries have been considered as modal or,aspectual or both.
Some works have gone ahead to count and proposdrth'O:scherhe.for coripoir.nd:lng
the auxiliaries in a chain. Sh rna(1980) lias pi'gpOsed''b scheme for six veibs,ilaia

'chain and Pokharel (1991) has'eountbd ten as,the,pbsstble verbs in a chain and has
listed twent"y auxiliary out of the set of Nepali vefbs. j ,,
" ': ' 'But the status of rffie'corrpiilindrVdrbS,.lti',Ntpatri,Btil,llquestionable, ii,etre
'iense that whether mere appehrance in a vertral'c6hbatehtitfon 6nd addition of sotfie
' aspectual or modal flavor ttiihe rnafir'verb,! 61 the coitrposite contributibu, rif.,vtxbs
in'a'chairi'determines an aigtirhdrtf 'stru'cture' is tlier,rheasr:ire'of the co{npound,v'orb

formation (Taking into accounl'of Pokhurelts'(l99rl; 2054 BS) work. even the
former condition othe{;thA.4,th.e".cencgtenation is not ,"""11i1?,tgg.,irt:.!-r,.;ir

2.StructuralPropertyofNepaIiVerbaISystem.j'
2.

l.

Entrance

.

i

The fact that except in verbs'of perfective aspect and simple mood any
Nepali verb requires at least two stems to express a single meaning is a iui generis
Gipan Vol. L:2, pp., 155-171
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in this language syst€m. The succeeding members of such minimum structures are
always auxiliary'be' verbs.

I
i

2.2.

Auxiliary 'be' verbs in Nepali
There are two auxiliaries: existential auxiliary and identificational

auxiliary.
Non-past form

Past form

i
I
{

I
I
i
t
I

:I

I

l. Existential auxiliary (EXIS)
2. Identificational auxiliary (IDN)

rhiblta-

cha
lto

The identificational auxiliary, ho,'other than its regular function of identification,
is used to bring the marker for uncertainty, i.e. laa, except in conditional
presumptive future (e.g., paae khdddo ho'if he got, he would eat', sake hiDdo ho'if
he could, he would walk'). Except in proposed optative expression in first person
(e.9., sutdu holaa,'let us sleep (proposed to others)'), this form, i.e. hotaa, is used
to express probabilative value in both tenses. These auxiliaries also have main verb
function and can appear as first verb in the complex system (e.g., chddaicha,'is
still remaining').

2.3. Complex vs Compound Stem
But in verbal system of {epali, not only these two types are found tightly.
There is one more type that may appear in between these two members. This latter"
type has been called vector in Pokharel (1991,2054). The important thing in the
system is that these vectors do not inflect for grammatical purpose like the
auxiliaries. The structure minus these vectors is acceptable even in non-perfective
aspect. Therefore these vectors should be considered functionally different than
that of auxiliaries the verbal system owes to these some other types of meaning
expansion in the system. And so, I have identified in this work that these two
conditiort as complex stem is the verbal system for non-perfective aspect which
may or may not be accompanied with vectors. And compound stems are the
structures with main verbs and vectors. The compound stems are formed by
inflecting the main verbs with any of following six participles. And further that in
such stems one vector may be followed by another and may form longer chain
(Pokharel (1991) has counted eight such vectors in a chain).

Participle

types

i. Absolutive (ABS)
ii. Gerundive (GER)

iii. Prospective (PROS)
iv.Infinitive (INF)

Participle ending
-i
-nu
-ne
-na

,t

i
J
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v. Durative (DUR)

-dai

vi. Conjunctive (CONJ)

-era

/ l5l

The following are the verbs of this set with participial endings of main verbs. In
the brackets are the lexical meaning of these verbs.

Verbs

Participial ending
i

I.

ltaal (put into)

f

{'inish)
. raltcr (renrain )
)

g)

+

6

. ly ctctu ( hrin

J

. silr' (do)

8

. la tg (aclhere

)

12. di (,_uive)
13. CltctaD (leave)

(erase)

)l.jun(gcr)

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

22. laijaa (take away)
23. nrur (die)
24. luD{tctlt (rrrake fall)
25. lter {ri'r)
-' i,,.,.rl-i

i.rr,i

i I rtii.)il\-Ll

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

in due tirne)
2J . nrtLrin (obey)

28. bus (sit;
29. khuu (eat)
30. mucg (beg)

+
+
+

+
+

17 . pctnu (get)
18. luarr (make to clo)
19. ho/bhd (is)
24. khoj (search)

\'

+

+
+

(fall)

mef

era

+
+

+

+

14. Topal (pretend)
15. par"

dai

+

9. tlmal(start)
lA. afiT (be ready)
1 L. pug (reach)

16.

na

+
+
+

4. rou klr ( keep
5. uuu (cclme )

ne

+

2. sok (can.
3

nLt

+

3l . ullr (stand)

+
+
+
+

32. boksi (give)

+
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33. rnil (come

+

f

paTltaau (send)

+

+
+

li (take)

+

together, find)
34. caalm (desire)
35

"

36.

3l . siclhyctctu

(f inish )

+

38. baunau (rnake)
39 . gcrraau (nrake )

+
+

40 . pLu'\'l{t rt ( nrake

conrplete

I

+
)

2.4 Vectors vs Light Verbs

Given these three types in a chain, the first of these brings semantic
burden and the last bears -grammatical burden like tense, person, honorificity,
gender and number. The verbs that appear between tl-rese two, the vectors, can also
been divided into two groups-that those which have no meaning othqr than the
grammatical and the next that show some influence in the a-structure of the main
verb. If we see these verbs in a spectrum of grammaticalization, the former seems
to be more grammaticalized than the latter and to that extent the former are the
grammatical n.reaning carrier and deserves the name 'vector'. On the other hand, the
verbs of latter set are the product of 'concornitant emptying' in the lexical meaning
of the full verb (Masica,1916:141) or we may say'potential grammatical marker'
(Masica, 1991:329). This set also includes the verbs which, in fact, are something
'equivalent to a denominal verb forming suffix' (ibid., 369), make some non-verbal
elements verbal elements. And, in this sense, this set of verbs can be called light
verbs. Though the light verb is a form of partially vigoured full verb, the gap of
'consanguinity'between these two members is subject to further investigation. The
combination of these light verbs with other predicative elen'rents has been called
complex predicates (CP), in the literature (Alsina, Bresnan. Sells, 1997:l l).
The emptying, the process of grammaticalization, is a continuous process.
No verb coincides in rate and state of grarlmaticalization with another. Certain
verbs appear to be more grammaticalized, that is less lexical, and certain verbs
have just entered into. The identification of the fbrmer with the latter type of verbs
is more problematic and begs fbrceful intuition on the part of the speaker with
respect to the context ol use. These problem verbs are so problematic that
assigning thenr argunrent str"uctures (a-structures) appear to be almost a vain effbrt
in many cases.

\{
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2.5 Compound Verbs vs Complex Predicates
Discussing the masquerading nature of the second members of a
compound stem, I have hinted in the above section that most of them provide
gramn.ratical flavor to the meaning of the main verb (or pole verb) and only some
of them interfere in a-structure. The filtering device fbr the segregation of these 40
verbs in two classes is, then, their contribution in a-structure. As we operate the
device we will get two verbs as residue, tl.rey are di'give'and tnaag'beg'.
Regalding t['re honolific. and the obligatoly consh'uction that forrn functional
rlinir.nal pairs with tlie sirnple counterpart, I have avoided these assunring these are
only the compound stems fbr functional purposes. In honorific system, a different
set of lexical iterls (pronouns) and specific kinship ol social hierarchical terms are
needed. SimilaLly, regarding the case markers in obligatory construction, because
of the agenthood due to Ergative marker and nona-genthood due to nonagreement
and Dative marker, and further that the split among them which inherit h'ansitive /
intransitive dichotoniy, this may all be the topic for lurther investigation that how
these constructions should be characterized in the light of case marker systenr in
Nepali.
Some additional notes need to be considered regarding the notion of
'compound verb'. Verb di adds'benefactive' value to the construction of main verb
and verb nmag adds 'requestative'value to the main verb information. In latter, the
agent of base construction may be dbmoted to instrument function, or it may be
said that the very agent uses sorne object as instrumental function tbr its own
benefit. In this light, there is problem to identify the embedded vs. matrix
predicates which we follow in the CP constructions, thus not allowing to identify
the categorial head to one of them.lln this sense, this verbal complex deserves to
be called compound verb (CV). Further that only the juxtaposition of two verb is
not sufficient to fornr CP, the former verb gets inflected with -i, which has beerr
called Absolutive, and so we have called this morpheme as Absolutive participle
suffix (2.3). It leads to an apparent claim that that composition is in the lexicon,
but some emphatic particles can appear between them which refutes the lexical
status of this composilion. On the other hand. no constituenLs oIsuch constt'uction
can be conjoined, thus refuting syntactic composition of two units. Unlike Hindi
CV (Ho, :k. 1974). these Nepali CVs can not be negativized only with nrain verb
(2.s.3)
In this background. I don't assign to any constituent of such constructions
ers incornplete predicate. Thanks to semantic enrptying, the second ntembers in the
chain may be called Iight verbs. In the fbllorving, I tly to describe the complexity
in a-structure corroboratin-9 the claim that the CV is, in fhct, a CP. Even that the
complexity in a-structure is not transparent at surface structure of an isolatecl
construction. Nevertheless, the benefactive or requestative flavour can be reckoned

I-
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in the light of discourse effect. It is not clear how the discourse affects the
information provided by the predicate. So I would like to propose to pull together
the discourse effect to assimilate the additional information due to the
compoundhood (or say, complexhood) ofthe predicate.
This section is further divided into three subsections: the first introduces
the absolutive marker and treats two light verbs in the CV, the second regards
selection restrictions in the CV and the third, negativization of the CV.
2.5. 1 Absolutive

Marker

Among the six types of participle ending (2.3) of the main verb for the
purpose of concatenation with another verb, the -i type is the most productive. The
same form appears for the purpose of prior action (conjunctive participle) in the
series of two verbs. The latter function is also fulfilled by other allomorphs -ikana
and -era.z The former function has been proposed to be said 'Absolutive'. The
absolutive marker gets deleted when main verb concatenates with dl.

,.{

2.5.1.1 The Light Verb di 'give'

In the verbal complex formed by a main verb and di, the latter adds
benefactive value in the construction. But the referent that the benefactor is varies
in different construction due to the semantic roles of the participants. Nevertheless,
this is understood in the situation of use.
The argument structure of the verb di, when it is used as main verb,
consists of three arguments, one of which maps onto subject function and the
others onto objects. The roles of these arguments are agent (giver), theme (given
thing) and recipient or benefactor (givee). It can be said that this last role is kept
preserved on compounding as a light verb. Nevertheless, it is not transparent in
most of the cases. In some cases new referent is considered the benefactor, in some
cases any of the participant of main verb gets the semantic colour of benefit, and in
some cases, the compound means the action is done on behalf of, or to please to,
someone else specified or unspecified. Even in some cases if the action is
unexpected event, the compound form is used to express that event. It is moreclear
from [1].
t1] gangaa nadi-ko baaTo naukaa-maa aaplmaa
Ganga river-GEN way boat-L REFL-GEN.OBL
saathi- haru-sarlga ayodhyaa-baaTa hayamukh jdddai gar-da
friend-Pl-COM Ayodhya-ABl Hayamukh go-DUR do-while
nadi- kaa dubai kinaaraa- maa parkhi- rah- ekaa
river-GEN.OBL both bank-L wait-ABS-remain-PERF.OBL
luT e raa- ko j amaat- le nadi- ko maj hadhaar- maa

robber-GEN group-E river-GEN midst-L

F
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hamalaa gar-i naukaa-nmathi kabjaa gar-e.
invasion do-CONJP boat.over seize do-P3nhPl.

durgaa devi-laai balidaan di-na
Durgaa godess-DAT sacrifice give-INF

ti lLtTeraa-haru euTaa gatilo sunder ntaanis-ko khoji-mathi-e.
3nhPl robber-Pl one-Cl- good nice man-GEN search-L be-P3nhPl
yeso her-dai-nm uri-haru-Le bali di-nct swen cltaary-laai

simply look-DUR-L 3nhPl-E sacrifice give-INF Shen Zhang-DAT
roj-e. wrko
Taauko kaaTna ntaatra ke laag-ekaa
select-P3nhPl.3mhS-GEN head cut-INF only what start-PERF.OBL
tlti-e, ekaaek euTaa tLtphaan ao)'o ra ntklt-lmnt-laai parti
be-P3nhPl suddenly one-Cl storm come-P3SN and tree-Pl-DAT also
Dhaal-t-di-yo baaluvvaa-ko baadal caarai-tira phaili-yo
fell-ABS-give-P3SN sand-GEN cloud all di.rection-toward expand-3PSN
nadi-ntaa chaal aa-er naukaa-laai ekdantai Dhalpal paar-i-di-yo.
river-L wave come-CONJP boat-DAT highly quiver make-ABS-give-P3SN

ti LuTera-haru-le yasto bha-eko kaaraN swen chaatl-ko
3nhPl robber-Pl-E such be-PERF reason Shen Zhang-GEN
aadhyaatmik sakti- le ho bhan-Thaan- i
spiritual power-E be.IDN say-think-CONJP

un-kaa

saraN-maa par-era

ksltamaa yaachartaa gar-e.

3mhS-GEN.OBL relinquishment-L fall-CONJP excuse demand do-P3nhPl.

'While (he) was going Hayamukh from Ayodhya with his frlend through
the way of Ganga river, a group of robber, remained waiting at the bank
of the river, invaded at the midst of the river and seized the boat. They
were in search of a handsome guy to immolate [o the Goddess Durga.
They selected Shen Zhang to immolate prima facie. While they were
about to behead him, a storm came suddenly and it felled even the trees.
The cloud of sand appeared all over. The ebb in the dver made the boat
quiver highly. The robbers thought it was because of the spiritual power
of Shen Zhang and yielded themselves and excused.' (Pragy56, vo1.87:
P.7)
In this example the referent who was benefacted is not identified clearly
in the structure and also that the event occurred was unpredicted. But the sense of
whole discourse appears to be that the benefactor is Shen Zhang.
The following are the different type5 of constructions with benef'active light verb.
l. When tl.re function charges,

121

a. mcLi-le nuhcLa-e-.

lS.OBL-E bathe-PlS
'I bathed.'
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b. aarn att- le mu- laui nultaa-t-dt-nrt-bha-yo

mother-E I S-DAT bathe-ABS-give-GER-be-P3SN
'The nrother bathed nte.'

l3l

a. raorn-le lugcn lagaa-to

Ram-E cloth-N rvear-P3nhSM
'Ranr put on clotl.r.'

roatn-ltai lugoo lagaa-i-di-irt

b. didi-le

sister-E Ram-DAT cloth-N u,ear-ABS-give-P3nrhSF
'The sister clothed Rarn.'
No otl.rer ielbs hlre bec'n liruncl ttr unclergo such derir,'ation. What is
comr'non in these is the ar-uunrent that nraps onto sub.ject l'unction in underivecl
state bears semiintic role ol' l-roth agent i.,, ,aticnt (or theme), but rvhen the
pleciicate is compouncl, the ar-uument maps onto object function the lole ol r.vhich

is only patient and

it is marked with Dative

rnarker.

In these, the target ol

the

action is to make the subject of base to be benefhcted.
2. When new benefbctor is considered in the a-stl'uctLlre,
141 t(tro ltoanl-t'(t rtittrti vas

bul IPI-GEN.OBL BEN 3SN.OBL
raa sw er t. c a a 4- I e a u.unacuta i g a r - t m
contribution-OBLQ Shen Zhan-u-E speculate.EMP do-INF
kr it i - dw aa

tm - sa k-

t5l

i

-

n e ont u

r

lya

a b lt i I e k.h

-

ko

NEC-can-PSS-PROS invaluable document-GEN
santraks ltaN gar-i-di-e tr ut ra bltcut - e,
preserve do-ABS-give-P3rnhS otherwise
sadlni-kaa Laagi lop bhu-era jaa-tlti-1,o Qoanrltyo).
eventual ly-GEN.OB L-BEN extinct be-CONJP go-be-P3SN
'But Shen Zhang did preserve the unestimatable invaluable clocuments tirr
us. Otherwise it would be lost eventually.'(Pragy66, vol.87: P. I l)
l'tltna ta nmi-le caah-ero khacr-ne
be.IDN.np-INF EMP I S.OBL-E want-CONJP eat-PROS
gor-ekct thi-i--rtct.
soakoaltauri no-hlt-noole
do-PERF be-P I S-l\fEG.nP3S vegeterrian I{EG-be-CAUSE
testo kltctcutaa m(tn por-(tou--cli-rru
bhrurrte
sucl-l.DIST food will f-alI-CAUS-nP lS-l.lEG.nP3S COMP
thtt ct ltcto ptto- e p(tc l'ti scLltacu r ub ltutip urbuk b e lttkact
know got-PERF after synrpathetically evening
tydhi- khaa-rta kar gcr-th(i)-e, khaa-t-di-nu-par-eko
there.EMP eat-INF in sist do-be-P3 nrhSM eat-AB S -gi ve=GER-fal I -PERF

..i

$
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thi-yo.

t6l

be-P.nAgr.
'And so it was not that I used to eat with my desire. Knowing that I didn't
Iike that type of food, for I am not vegetarian, (he) used to insist
had to eat ( to keep
sympathetically to eat tl-rere at the evenirg, so I
(Samakaalin Saahitya, vol .32: P. 14 )
lris lreart).
tts-laai dui-caar jor saari-c:olo
3nhSF.OBL-DAT two-four set sari-blouse
lyaa-t-cli-ne rcutattk-kaart-ghadTi jttalki-aau-i-di-ne (jhatkcraiclitte)
bri n g- A B S --ei ve-PROS and no se-ear-throat bri -ehten-CA U S -A

B S - gi

ve-PROS

kuraa kati Thulo ho ra tne-roa-laagi ?
matter how large be. IDN EMf' IS.OBL-GEN.OBL-BEN
'It is not so a big problem to rne to bring few sets of sari and blouse for
her and to decorate l"rer with ornarlents.' (Garinta, l6:12,P.40)

In these exaniples, [4] shows henefactor rrtarked with rirnti, [5] shorvs the
benefator relerent is not seen in form , but can easily be reckoned from discourse
that the action of eating occurred to keep someone else's heart, and in [6] the
benefrictol is marked with laai. [6] also shows the control of deleted benelactor in
the conjoining. Dative marked benetactor is added in fbllowing [7] and [8] also.

Ul

a. us-Le kltaajacL lyaa-i

3nhSF.OBL-E snack-N bring-P3nhSF
' She brought the snack.'
h. u s - I e s h ri ntaat t - I aai k h aaj cut ly aa-i- di-i
3nhSF.OBL-E husband-DAT snack-N bring-ABS-give-P3nhSF
'She brought the snack tbr the husband.'

t8l

a. choraq-le saaikal kil4,o

son.OBL-E cycle-N buy-P3nhSM
'The son bought the cycle.'
b. b oa b u - I e c ho rcut- I acLi s ctaikal kin- (i)- di-y o
father-E son. OBL-DAT cycle-N buy-AB S -,ui ve-P3 nhSM
'The fhthel bought cycle fbr the son.'
3. Reflexive Benef'active

This phrase means in the restric{ing sense that the benef'actor
argunlent that has already appeared in the a-structure ofthe simple verb.
yas-kodimaag-baaToitrtocurdaari-koblurt
igl
3nhSM.OBL-GEN mind-ABL honest-GEN ghost
nikaal-i-di-ru& paa-e bicaro kati suklti
throw-ABS-give-PROS get-SUB pitiful how happy

is

the
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hu- t hi-y o(lt unt hy o) ho - I aa
become-be-P3nhSM-be-POT

'If it

were that the ghost of honesty be cleared

off from his mind, how

happy he would be !' [Madhuparka, 3 I :9, P.3l]
The predicate without the light verb in [8], as in [9], can not conjoin the second
part of that sentence; in the latter no benefactol is hinted, [l0].
tl0] yesko dintoagbaaTa intaadaariko bhut nikaol-rta paae,
'Were the ghost of honesty be thrown out of his mind,'

tl l]

swetr caa4-le tarkadsaarstra-ko dosro jannmbhunri
Shen Zhang-E logic-GEN second motherland
c irt - I aai bcuma- i- di- e

China-DAT make-AB S-give-P3mhSM
'Shen Zhang made China tho sec^".1 motherland

of logic (fbr China's
[Pragyd1, vol.87: P. I I ]

sake)'
U2l

cin-ntaa wti ek maatra tt'asto bt'akti thi-e
China-L 3mhSM one only such person be-P3mhSM

j as - Le p rat ham

ko ti

-

ko c iniy aa s ans kr it i - laai

RELP.OBL-E first category-GEN Chinese culture-DAT
sanskrit-ko purNa gyaan-satlga sanryog gar-i-di-e
SankrirGEN full knowledge-COM assemble do-ABS-give-P3mhSM
'In China, he was only the person who associated the first category
-Chinese culture with the perfect knowledge of Sansklit ( for the sake of
Chinese culture).'
[Pragy65" vol.87, P.l0]
4. 'On behalf of ', 'to please to ' situation
A compound verb with di is found to exist to mean the situation a-gainst
due to the simple verb in which someone specified or unspecilied is to be pleased,
or something is done 'instead of someone, etc.
bauddlmdharnm-ko bistttcLr-nttttt cin-nta ta svven
t l3]
Buddhism-GEN dissenrination-L China-L EMP Shen
caa\-le praaN silrcaar tmi gar-i-di-e
Zhan g-E I ife regulate EMF do-AB S-gi ve-3 PmhSM.
'In China, Shen Zhang breathed Buddhism with lif'e to disseminate it.
( Pragy65, 87,P.12 )
glmr-rnaa
phon
l4]
raakh-i-di-yo
bhane
tcurtrcri
I
l.rouse-L phone keep-AB S-,eive-P3 SN COMP youn-q.M
choraa ra tarwti clrcri-'le praa)'a phon byasta raakh-clm-n.
son.OBL and young.F daughter-E usually phone busy keep-be-nP3Pl
'If phone is kept in house ( to please the user ), the young sons and
dauglrters usually keep it busy.'(Garima.16:12,P.23 )
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saltit aakltiri n irl''kt)'o gtu"-n e ablibhaaraa
permission-with f inal decision do-PROS responsibility
mai-nmathi chaaD-e ra an i uhdd panchi-(il-dt-nu-blta-yo
an Ltntati-

I S.EMP-above leave-CONJP and 3hS detour-ABS-give-GER-be-PnAgt
'He becanle away ([rimself) leavin-g nre with permission, but responsibility
( Sarnakaalin Sahitya, 32, P. l0)
of rloing final decision to myself'.
nte - ro s(tTToa Lr s -( Ie ) bol-i-di-cha(boIclin chct)
I S.OBI--GEN instead 3nhSM-E speark-give-be.nP3nltSM
'He rviil speak instead 01' me.'
keTo ltanhurrctu-ko saath laagera ga-t-di-yo
bt.ly guest-CEI.tr conlpany aclhere'-CONJ P -uo-AB S-gi ve-P3 nhSM
'The boy went accolnpelnying the _quest ( to please the suest or sonteone

else)'

In [7], simple verb would metrn that'going of boy'is due solely to his
own will, wheleas the cornpound verb means will of other but not of his. In I l6],

'he'is

neutral with respect to'his!speech.

In all [13]-[l5], no

referent of

benefactors are seen in surface which are underlying and understood with respect
of discourse.
5. Unexpected events
The compound vs. simple verbs in [8] and [9] nrake the point clear that
the fbrmer event is incidental and unestimated, while latter is neutral. In this sense,

\

this 'compound verb' is not compound in the sense we are discussing. This is, in
fact, modal.
tl8l a. haawaa-le chacLnaa uDaa-i-di-yo
wind-CAUSE roof-N fly-CAUS-ABS-give-P3SN
'Wind flew the roof.'
b. bircnlaa-le dudh khaa-i-di-yo
cat.OBL-E milk earABS-give-P3SN
'The cat imbibed milk.'
a. haawaa-le cltaartaa wDaayo
t l9l
'Wind flew the roof.'
b. biraalaa-le dudh khaal'o
'The cat imbibed milk.'
Hence, the verb dl -eives a continuum of meaning showing flom the expression of
the speaker's attitude to the reflexion in the a-structure. This makes problematic to
give the cornplex a-structure due to the composition of two PRED information. It
appears to be that CV formation is purposeftrl in most cases, if it is not purely
grammal"ical.
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light Verb rrarzg 'beg'
Tl're corr.rpound verb with tnaag is highly liliited with lespect to the
Ii'equency of use. The basic meaning of simple verb mcrctg in siurple sense is that
'to ask someone to get somethin-e which is in his/her possession'. Hence in the astructure, the semantic roles are lbunr'l to be agent, who asks, thente. the object
being asked fbr, and soLrrce, u,here fi'om the ohject is to be assunrcd to
These
-set.
can clearly be seen in lhc examples [20], [2 l] and [22]. Further the exarnples [2-3],
[24] and [2-5] shou'that the a-structure ol'conrpound vcrb is clifl'erent to thtrt ol'
simple verb. In the clerivecl constrllctions the'r'equestative'flavoul ciue to thc verl'r
2.5.1 .2 The

lirrag is aclded.

[20]

ruoo-t'i11-le pttDlruoi cuoltt mtrkh-tre lttti,tit'ttr
contiune keep-PROS status

Teio Chin-c-E study

,

rtu-bha-ako^le kaakao-ko clnxt-satlgtt

NEG-be-PERF-CAUSE uncle-GEN son-COM
kaanr klrcji-tnaag-tru au-eko kurtra

-$

lrttrn-i

work search-AB S-be-c-INF corne-PERF nrtrttel tell-P3

nh

S

F

'Tao Ching, not being int he conclition o1'keeping her str-rdy on, tolcl
(someone) the cause of her coming is to ask (her) uncle's son to seek fbr
(Yubaharuko Geet, Yan_o Mo. P.23)
work (flor her).

t2ll

taao cirrg us-laui bheTe lticclte
Tao Ching-N 2n lrSit'l.O Il I --[)AT rreet.EMP ti nrcs
tru1t lru- looi u I tu tt lyrt tr r t r a l) r(t st tu - I t(t t-t !-ko bt tr tt kl tyua
REFL-DAT perp e x i n_u Ll uc st i on - P I -GEN explanation
r

I

gar-i-maag-tlti-(i)
do-ABS-beg-be-P3nhSF
'Tao Ching used to ask hirri the explanation of questions that perplexed
(Yubaharuko Geet, Yang Mo. P. t3 t )
her each tinre she rrret him.'

[22]

tapaai-

ntct-s(lt-lga ciTThi lekhi-nurag-rtct
2nS-N IS-COM leuer-N write-ABS-be-s-INF

aau-tru-blta-eko ho ki
come-GER-be-PERF be (IDN) EMP'?
'Is it that you liere corue to ask me to write letter (fbr you ) 'l
(Yubaharuko Geet. Yan_s Mo. P.329)
[23

]

a.

plaltutrtttt-la bltucrt khaa-e
guest-E rice-N eat-P3rnhSM

'The guest ate rice.'
b. sitaa- I e ptLn luuutcLbauTo bhcLur klma-i-nnag-itt
Sita-E guest-ABL rice-N eilt-ABS-be-s-P3mhSF
'Sita recluested that the guest eat lice ( the
\\/as rrot willing to eat )'.
-suesf

rf.
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panDir-le tiTTlti lckh-e
pundit-E letter-N write-P3nrhSM

'Pundit wrote the letter.'
b. ccttrtre - I e pand it-baaTtr t' iT7'hi lekh-t-maag-yo
Chature-E, Punclit-ABI- letter write-ABS-beg-P3nhSM
'Chature nlade that Pirndit rvrite letter (Chature was assumed to write
le tter but he asked Punilit to clo that action)'
a. rouilr-le lrctcrkirn-luui uuphtro .t(tt?tastoct bataa-yo
Ranri-E [ross-DAT REIFLi prol"rlenr tell-P3nhSM
'Ranr; told the boss his; |rrohlertt.'
b. lturi-le lurctkint-lrtui t'rtrun-ko satnosvoa bataa-i-di-yo
Hari-E boss-DAT Rarn-Clf,N problem tell-ABS-give-P3nhSM
'Flari told the hoss Ranr's problern ( on behalf of Rant)'
c. lru ri- Ie rucrmchyoaroo hnkim-lani ctaphto satnos)'o bataa-i-maag-!o
I{ar-i;-E Ram-OBLQ boss-DAT REFLi problem tell-ABS-be-9-P3nhSM
'Haril requested Rarn that Ram told hisl problem to the boss'
d. raatn-le hari-dwoar(ta ltrtakint-laoi oaphtrc samas),aa bataainruagyo.
'Rami lequested Hari that he told his; pr"oblem to the boss.'

Hence, it appears to be that tl.re agent of base construction becomes
oblique agent in derived and something is asked to do on requsst (made hy the new
agent). Or, it may be that the old agent makes use of some other conscir)us agent
for his purpose ([25d]).
Though the role of basic argument changes or new argument is add for
particular ltnction in the construction of compound verb, this sort of construction,
in full-fledged a-structure, is rarely used. The fragment structure with CV looks for
discourse efTect to make understand the exact sense. However, functional contrast
is fbund clearly between the constructions with or without light verb. The use of
tnaag appears to be dialectal difI'erence which needs to be studied.
2.5.2 Selection Restrictions
Since the light verb di looks for benefactor and ntaag makes someone to
do something , the ar'gument that rnaps onto subject function should be agent. And
therefbre, no perceptual verb rnakes CV with these, e.9., *samjltidiyo'remembeled
(for sonreone's sakg)', 1'santjhimaagyo 'asked to remember', t'dekhdit-o'saw (fbr
sonreone's sake)', *dekhimaagro'asked someone to see'. If it appears in such
forms, this CV means some extended meaning in some metaphorical sense, e.g.
tnero jittclttgimaa bhuicactlo aaidiyo'The earthquake came to my life (unestimated
disturbances)'. Further, maag adds some causative colour in CV and it only
demotes agent of base to oblique (like instrumental use), or some agent makes use
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of someone else to do something on behalf of himself and then the latter does
consciously that action. Therefore, no intransitive verb makes CV with nxaag; eyen
the combination with causative verbs appear to be more acceptable than with
transitive verb in some instances. To sum up, agent, benefactor and requestee all
arguments should have human referents.
2.5.3 Negativization of Compound Verb

In Hindi, negativization of compound verb is expressed only with pole
verb (Hook: 1974). So is claimed as a tiend in Nepali ( Pokharel, 2054:43). Though
it is okay for non-compound verbal complex, the meaning ref'erred to by a CV can
not be negativized only with the host (or. main verb). It is clear form [26] ro [28].
t26l a. keTo tna-saqgct ga-i-di-yo

I

boy-N I S-COM go-ABS-give-P3nhSM
'The boy went with me ( because of some reason)'
b. keTo nxa-sangct ga-i-di-yo-na (gaidierm)

boy-N I S-COM go-ABS-give-PM-NEG.nP3nhS
'The boy didn't go with me (because of some reason)'
c. keTo nxa-sanga gaena
'The boy did not go with me ( the boy is neutral)'

121)

t28l

panDit-le cature-ko choraa-laai ciTThi lekh-(i)-di-yo
Pundit-E Cature-GEN son.OBL-DAT letter-N write-ABS-give-P3nhS
'Pundit wrote letter to the son of Cature ( on behalf of Cature)'
b. p an D it - I e c at u r e - ko c ho raa - I tta i c iTT hi lekh- i- di- y o - rta ( le kldie na)
pundit-E Cature-GEN son-DAT Ietter write-ABS-give-PM-NEG.nP3nhS
'Pundit didn't write letter to the son of Cature ( on behalf of Cature )
c. panDit-le cature-ko choraa-laai ciTThi lekhena
'Pundit didn't write letter to the son of Cature ( not on behalf of any
body)
a. sitaa-le paahunaa-bctaTa bhaat khaa-i-nruag-in
Sita-E guest-ABL rice-N eat-ABS-beg-P3mhSF
'Sita made request to the guest to eat rice.'
a.

b. s itaa- Le paahwtaa- baaTa b haat khaa-i-maag-i-na-n
Sita-E guesrABL rice-N eat-ABS-beg-PF-NEG-nP3mhS
'Sita didn't request the -9uest to eat rice.'
c. * sitaa-le paahwna-baaTa bltaat khaainatt
In all three sentences (c)s are not the negative counterparts of (a)s.

.l*
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AI]BREVIATIONS

A

I

ABL- Ablatrve

INF-Infinitival Participle

ABS- Absolutive Participle ending
BEN- Benefactive

L-Locative

CAUS- Causative
CAUSE- Cause
CL- Classifier
CONJ- Conjunctive Participle encling
CONJP- Conjunctive Participle
COM- Commitative
COMP- Complement rzer
DAT- Dative
DIST.-Distal
DUR- Durative Participle ending
E-Ergative
EMP- Emphatic
EXIS- Existential (Aux)
F-Faminine
GEN-Genitive
GER-Gerundive Participle ending
h-honorific

IDN-Identificational (Aux)

M-Masculine
mh-

endin*u

'

rnid-honorific

N- i. Nonrinative ( at nominal
ii. Neutral gender (at verbal)

)

nAgr-Non-agreenrent
NEG-Ne._gative

nh-non-honorif ic
nP- non-past

OBL-Oblique ( inflectional )
OBI-Q-ObIique ( Post position

)

P-Past

PERF-Perfect aspect

Pl-Plural
POT- Potential mood.
PROS- Prospective
PSS-Passive

REFL-Reflexive
RELP-ReIative pronoun
S-S in,_eular
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Endnotes:

'

While combining two argument information to form a CP, one predicate is
considered matrix predicate which is the categorial head and the next is

embedded into it. This is the approach in my work, Lohani (1999).
'The -"rn ending in the main verb in verbal chain is somewhat problematic. When

it is used as conjunctive

\'

participle it may mean either prior action, or the
simultaneous action which, in fact, is manner of the action referred by the
second verb (e.g., in hiDera cLayo 'he came on foot'). Still there is another
tunction, which I have called simply 'participle ending' like other five types
(3.3.3), which means neither of those. In this, this ending provides modal value
to the main verb emptying the lexical meaning when appears as second verb in
the chain, e.g. , khaaera marecha, sutera ldDaaecltan, etc.In both of these the
meaning of ntar 'die' and laDaau'cause to fall' and the plural ending are
emptied. In these forms, the speaker adds the modal value to scold someone who

does something against his/her wish, namely eating and sleeping
examples respectively.

in these

-

J.
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An Approach to Lexical Ambiguities in Nepalbhasa
Yogesh Roj
1.

Introduction: Reasons for Lexical Ambiguities

. The core vocabulary, or basic vocabulary of Nepalbhdsa alias Newtri consists
mostly of monosyllabic lexical items.r
1.2. Most of other monosyllabic words that were polysyllabic at one time in the
past are usually loan words form Sanskrit.
1.3. We can speculate, hence, if Nepalbhdsa is a monosyllabic language. The term
is used here to denote a process of syllable decay whereby all lexical items
entering into a language (or that which are created) are slowly reduced to
monosyllabic forms.
1.4. Which of the lexical items or which of the syllables takes the final form may
be a predictable event but it is not known if any effort to identify such rules of
prediction exist.
1.5. This article is primarily concerned with the cases of ambiguities that exist
1.

1

among different homonymous words resulted due to the syllable decay.
Different strategies used by a native Nepdlbhasd speaker to make his intentions
clear are also enumerated.2
1.6. We may perform a thought experiment [o reason why do ambiguities arise

-if

a native Newar couple is kept in an isolated system (i.e. a system which is
completely insulated from any interference from any other language systen/s)
over a period of time, their vocabulary will at the end of the period consist of
monosyllabic words.

In

Nepalbhasa,

a little more than 10,000

phonetically

possible monosyllables may be estimated. This number is certainly for too fewer
than the meanings both of them need to convey.
1.7. Fortunately, real situations deviate from this significantly and the degree/s of
arnbiguities is much lower than expected. Usually, native speakers have a large
set of non-core lexical items available 'at hand' if they f,nd difficulty in exacting
1.8. There are two distinct periods in the history of Nepdlbhdsd during which the
marked increase in the number of loanwords in the vocabulary is attested. The
first period is a little before the rise of the Mallas (12th -15th century A.D) and
the other period spans from 1950 AD to the present day. It is interesting to find
Iinguistic reasons for this inflood of loanwords besides the well known political
and sociological/social reasons.
1.9. Language borrowing is chiefly a voluntary process. It is natural that a speaker
of any language abandons an ambiguous word in favour of what he or she thinks
to be a less ambiguous one. A wish to make oneself understood is much stronger
than the nationalistic fgelings - afact closer to truth in those days than at the
Gipan Vol.l:2, pp., Ll3-178
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present. It is highly probable that the great infloods of loanwords occurred
during the periods mentioned above are the outcomes of linguistic necessities.
1.10. Apart from the borrowing of less ambiguous words, one may find a number
of strategies adopted by a native speaker to avoid the ambiguities. In the next
section, a few ofthe strategies are classified and listed.
2. Classification of Ambiguities

A

cursory survey

of the

entries

in a standard

Nepalbhasa dictionary

suggests that 40 percent of the words with multiple meanings are monosyllabic.

Out of this. a significant chunk consists of verbs which are highly resistive to
change or substitution.a

2.1. The classification of the strategies proposed here is based on the order of their

effectiveness

in clarifying

ambiguities. The ambiguity

is thought to be the

highest when a native speaker must rely on discourse contexts rather than on any

phonological distinctions.

2.2. Class

\l

I: It may include lexical items with similar forms that appear distinct
(if they are nouns) or in the finite form of the

either in specific case-inflections

past (if they are verbs). Consider an example.

(1)

a. udydn.t'fiivel'

b. udyaryt'the ridge erected in the field to trap water'

An ambiguous use could be

(2)

kd. udydm gva:tula I a

It could eith

!

mean

(a) oh, the trivel fell !
(b) oh, the ridge erected in the field to trap water collapsed. !
Apart from depending upon the context of the discourse, a nafive speaker is likely
to continue his/her ambiguity till s/he hears the hidden phoneme appear as in (2)
(3) (a) ka. udylry gva:tula ! udyamay tayita:gu gha: naq kutuqrwana.
(b) ka, udydry gva:tula ! udyanay tayata:gu.ghanary kuturpwana.
Where
(a) oh, the trivel fell ! and the vessel kept on the trivel fell too.
(b) oh, the ridge collapsed I and the vessel kept on the ridge f,ell too.

or

The degree of ambiguity is the lowest and hence the strategy used is also the
easiest one.

(4)
(5)

Other examples of this class may include

a.i ( < ikha)'spittle'

b.i(<ila)'time'
a. pau ( < pali

;

'roof

b.pau(<pati)'letter'
c. pau ( < pathi) 'cane'

.:
L
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a. pala: (< palaka) 'the freckles'
b. pala: ( < palata) 'spinach'
a. dha: ( < dhaka) 'weight used for weighing'
b. dha: ( < dhala) 'drain'
a. daye ( finite past: dala) 'to measure (e.g. cloth)'
b. daye ( finite past: dala) 'to eat' etc.

2.3. Class II: This class may include lexical items which are homophones but
which belong to different parts of speech. The ambiguities that arise are claritied
by the distinct manner these are used. An example could be
(9) a. ciri, a noun 'crack/disagreement'
b. ciri, an adjective 'co-wife'
The ambiguity is seen in
(10) [aryga] chiri baya warBsary athe ydye qraj yugu kha.
It could either mean
a. Even if (his) co-wife deserted him, he should not have done so.
b. Even if the crack appear-ed (in the wall), he should not have done so.
The hearer can avoid ambiguity by asking questions, the dialogue may proceed as

follows-

(11)

su waqrgu

?

Who did go out

(12)

?'

cirmha.
'the co-wife.'or

gathe wamgu ?
'How did the problem start ?'
ciribaya
'after the racking.'
Other examples from this class may include-

(13)
(14)
(

1,5)

(16)
(17)

a. dary, a noun 'elephant's tusk'
b. dary, an adjective 'cheap'
a. thva:, a noun 'groupr
b. thva:, an adjective 'resounding'
e. tv5, a noun 'dandruff
b. tvd, an imperative verb form 'smoke'
a. ja, a noun 'cooked rice'
b. ja , an emphatic particle.

ji:, a noun 'a cumin seed'
b. ji, an adjective 'dyed deep', etc.
2.4. Class III: This class may include items with similar form but demanding
different verb/noun such that the ambiguity, which could be unavoidable
a.
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otherwise, is generally avoided by using them
could be
(18) a. caye, a verb lto dip'

in a single phrase. An

example

b. cdye, a verb 'to be opened'
c. cdye, a verb 'to be felt'
d. caye, verb 'to be enough'5
There is one more lexical entry cEye 'to cut'but this item can not be grouped here
because in the finite past tense, this item yields cal-a while the above yield cara.
The ambiguity between caye 'to cut' and the caye (give in 1Sa,b,c,d) is that of class
I (mentioned in # 2.2).

Though the ambiguity that arises here is quite clearly of a higher degree, the
strategy adopted by a native speaker is quite simple. The verb is almost never used

as a free-word with independent meaning, except during quick affirmative or
interrogative. In an utterance

(19)

calald?

The ambiguity in this form is so great that a hearer would hardly respond to it
unless contextual information is provided. So the following utterances is more

tl"6"""lnru:

(meaning'window') auromatically excludes the meanings 18(a), (c),
(d)
a. * Have your window got dipped (in water) ?
b. x Have you become aware of the window ?
c. * Have you had enough window ?
d. Has the window been opened ?
The meaning 18(a) and (d) are made explicit, likewise with the following 'verbal
classifiers'(21) fiakharyl wasa: caye dhuna la ?
Have you rinsed the clothes ?

(22)

wa: cala 16 ?
Has (he) regained consciousness ?
(23) dhiba cala Ia ?
Is the money enough ?
2.5. Class IV: This class consists of the homonyms that demand differenttypes of
classifiers. In Nepdlbhasa, adjectives are always marked with classifiers,
appropriate to the nouns following them. These markers sometimes help a hearer
to distinguish the two competent meanings of a lexical item. An example could be

(24)

a.jyapu, a noun 'farmer, peasant'
jyapu, a noun 'cotton seed'

b.

I
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The ambiguity is apparent in the lollowing use -

(25)

6gatheylye,jydpukutumwana

!

It could either meana. The farmer fell down

A

!

off !
native speaker avoids such ambiguity by using classifiers (numeral or
b. The cotton seeds fell

otherwise).
(26) a gathe ydye, chamha jydpu kutum wana !
'one-CLF (for living objects) farmer fell down !'
(27) d gathe yaye, chapujyapu kutum wana I

'one-CLF (for seeds) cotton seed fell off !'
Other examples of this class may include(28) a. chvaq, a noun with numeral classifier (-pu) 'bamboo shoots'
b. chvary, a noun with numeral classifier (-tya,:) 'penis'
(29) a jawa:, a noun with numeral classifier Cmha) 'herdman'
b. jawa:. a noun with numeral classilier (-gu) 'answer'

(30)

!
f

a. khai, a noun with numeral classifier (-pata:) 'phlegm'
b. ktai, a noun with numeral classifier (-pd:) 'rimless basket'
(31) a. cd, a noun with (-piy) classifrer 'clay'
b. cd , a noun with no classifier 'night'
2.6. Class V: The degree of ambiguity is the highest in this class. The only way to
avoid the lexical ambiguity is to interpret the contextual meaning. For these items,
all the devices used for Class I-IV items cannot be disambiguated in the phrases or
clauses. An example could be
(32) a. khl (< khuli), a noun with (-ba:) classifier 'scar'
b. khfl (<khuli), a noun with (-ba:) classifier 'coat of enamel'
An ambiguous use could be
(33) ay, khfl bvalawala, ca:lI chaqr ?

It could either mean
a. Are you aware that the scar-scale has fallen off (frorh the wound)
b, Are you aware that the enamel coating has chipped off ?
Other examples from this class may include
(34) a. ca: (< cala ), a noun with (gu) classifier'the black head of boil, wound'
b. ca: (< cala), a noun with (-gu) classifier ' a garlic seed bed ?'
(35) a. gva: (< gvala), a noun with (-p1:) marker ' a betel leaf
b. gva: (<gvala), a noun with (-pa:) marker 'a strip of paper added to
balance a paper kite'
(36) a. mery, a noun with (-pu) classifier 'the tongue'
b. me, a noun with (-pu) classifier 'song'

-An Approach...lllS
(37)

a. deba:, a noun with (-gu) classifier 'the vamp'
b. deba:, a noun with (-gu) classifier 'cover, wapper'
a. ja: (< jala) + kvala: (<kvalata ) kaye, a verb 'to measure
height, length, breath of a house'
b. ja: (<jala) + kvala: (<kvalata) kaye, a verb 'to sing a prelude'

(3 8)

Reference:
Sresghacarya, Iswordnanda, 205 1 V.S. N ewari-Nepali-Engtish D icri o tn

11',

Kathmandu: Royal Nepal Academy.
I

I haue greatly benefited from the comments made by Prof. Tej R. Kansakar on ttre earlier
drafts of this article. My respectable linguist teacher Ramapati Raj Sarma has also pointed
out some mistakes I have committed in reasoninr' r rm deeply grateful to him. The
remaining mistakes are. however, my own.
,
= That such ambiguities exist can be made evident by pointing at the number ol vulgar
words or phrases in Nepalbhasa, which are vulgar precisely because they are ambiguous !
' S"" *y forthcoming article on the loanwords in Nepalbhasa
a
A Newari-Nepali-English Dictionary consists of 961 lexical items with multiple meaning
entries (out of @ 1500).
5
The versatility of verbs in Nepalbhasa is remarkable. A single verbal form always has
more than one meaning. Based on the present knowledge ofthe historicity ofthe verbs, I
am tempted to propose two modals for the verbsModel X

Form 1

Model Y
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For

Form l
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I

Meaning 2

Forrn

I
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Forrn 2
Meaning 2
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Syntax of Causativization and Anticausativization in Magar
Bhim Narayan
1.
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Introduction

Magar is one of the national languages of Nepal. It is a language within
TB language family. It is spokein by 430,264 people as their mother tongue out of
the total population of Nepal 18,491,091 , according to the Census Report 1991.
Iarge number of speakers are flound in the Western hilly region as with they are in
the other parts of the country. Magar seems to have highly complex process of
causativization as compared to other TB languages in the area. This paper is an
attempt to present the analysis of the syntax of causativization and
anticausativization on the basis of Case Hierarchy presented by Comrie (1976).
2. Magar Syntax

) I Word Order and the Object

aa

SOV is the basic word order in Magar sentences but the order is relatively

free. In some cases, word order has the key function in the gramryar and it is
followed strictly in such cases. If the sentence has all the direct, indirect and
oblique objects and they are marked by the same case marker -ke these are
distinguished by the word order. Oblique object precedes the indirect object and
indirect object precedes the direct object.
2.2 Case, Case Markers and the Objects
Magar has the following cases and case markers

:

Nominative

It is the
da

t

(l)

case of the subject of the intransitive verb.

It is marked by -@.

mij-O

mis-a
child-NOM sleep-PT.
'The child slept.'

Ergative

It is the case of the subject of the transitive verb. It is marked by -e. This
suffix is appeared as -i, -ei and -eby morphophonological conditionings.

(2\

ram-e

cho jya-Q
Ram-E rice eat-PT
'Ram ate rice.'

Accusative

It is the case of

(3)

the object of the transitive verb.

rem-e hdri-ke dathup-a
Ram-E Hari-A beat-PT
'Ram beat Hari.'

Gipan Vol.l:2, pp., 179-189

It is marked by

-ke.
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Dative
Dative is the case of the recipient of the diti'ansitive verb. It is marked by
ke. So, -ke is the accusative/dative case marker in Magar'.

(4)

bt'a

-

dai-ke

e

is the case of the source I.{P ol the nrotion verb. It is rnarked by -it1

ot'

(s )

'Ram carre from the market.'

Locative

It is the case of the location NP of the existential verb. It is markecl by

-

s

cttl.

(6)

rant im-ar1 ale
Ram house-LOC is
'Ram is in the house.'

Possessive

It is the

(7)

case of the possessor Np.
ram-dut ndja

It is marked by

-dr,t

Ram-POSS son
'Ram's son'

In Magar, the direct object is unmar-ked when it is inanimate, (see (g));
optionally marked when it is lower at the animacy hierarchy (though it is animate),
(see (9)-(10)); and, essentially marked when it is higher ar the animacy hierarchy,
(see (11)), morphologically. It takes the accusative-dative case marker -ke, if it is

,i

malked.

(8)

hoc-ei

l"url

he/she-E stone

sDo

bu-a

carry-pT
)l

'He/she cari-ied a stone.'
(e)

hoc-ei nriju

bu-a

he/she-E child carry-PT

SDO

'He/she can'ied a child.'
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10) hoc-ei
mija-ke
he/she-E child-A/D
SDO

(1

l)

bu-a

carry-PT

'He/she carried a child.'

hoc-ei

dai-ke

bu-a

he/she elder brother-A/D carry-PT

SDO

'He/she carried brother.'
The indirect object also takes accusative-dative case marker -ke. When
both direct and indirect objects are marked they cannot be distinguished overtly. In
such a case, word order plays a role to distin-euish them. The indirect object always
plecedes the direct object (see (12)-(l 3)).
(

121 babd-i hos-ke
father-E he-A/D
SIODO

4cL-ke
I-A/D

give-PT

hos-ke
she-A/D

give-PT

)'at'-a

'Father gave me to him.'
(

13) bab}-i r1a-ke
father-E I-A/D

yat'-a

'Father gave her to me.'
The oblique object also takes the same accusative-dative case marker -ke.
When both oblique and indirect objects are marked they cannot be distinguished
overtly trut the oblique object always precedes indirect object ( see (14)-(15)).
(14) hdri-e ram-ke
syam-ke
citt'i
rik-ak-a

Hari-E Ram-A/D

sooioDo

Shyam-A/D letter

write-CI-PT

'Hari caused Ram to write a letter to Shyam.i

(

t-

15) h)ri-e s\,am-ke ram-ke
citt'i
Hari-E Shyam-A/D Ram-AiD letter
SOOIODO

rik-ak-a

write-CI-PT

'Hari caused Shyam to write a letter to Ram.'
3. Causativization and Anticausativization in Syntax
In the causative construction valence of the verb is increased from its
corresponding non-causative constfuction. In such a case, there ale mainly three
internal changes taking place: (a) a new NP occurs having a new role of the agent
and takes the subject position, (b) the subject NP in the non-causative constluction
is demoted or deleted according to the rule applied in the language, and if it is

demoted

it

can take one of the object positions available in the causative

construction and permitted by the grammar of the language, and (c) there exists

a

r-
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linguistic device which expresses the causative situation in causative construction.
These are the main foci in the syntax ofcausative construction.
Anticausativization in syntax is the process where the verbal valence from
its corresponding basic transitive sentence. In such a case, there are three changes,

just opposite of causativization, take place: (a) the existing subject NP is cleleted,
(b) the object NP of the transitive sentence is promoted to the vacant subject
position and (c) there exists a linguistic device which expresses the anticausative
situation in anticausative construction.
3.1 Case Hierarchy
An extra NP is carried and given the role of agent and the subject position
in a causative construction by the process of causativization. In this situation, to
determine the position and the role of existing NPs in a causative construction, is
the major task in syntax of causativization in the language. Though, the task is
solved differently from language to language, there is a tendency found in
languages which is applied in almost all the languages with very least exceptions,
as it is claimed. That is illustrated with the help of the case hierarchy also called
accessibility hierarchy as presented and explained in Comrie (19'76:26i):
"subjecr direct object- indirect object - other oblique constituents
... the embedded subject is shifted from left to right along this list to the leftmost
position that is not already occupied. It is clear to consider as a hierarchy with
subject at the top and other oblique constituents at the bottom; then we can say that
the embedded subject is demoted from subject position down the hierarchy to the
next highest available position ( position thar is not yet filled)".
3.2 Causee
Causee is the term used to denote demoted subject in the causative
sentence. It is the NP which bears the effect of the causative situation. Second and
third causative sentences have more causees. In such a case, they are taken as

Causeel, Causee2 and Causee3. They are the subjects of noncausative sentence,
first causative sentence and second causative sentence respectively, which are
demoted now.

4. Causativization and Anticausativization in Magar

There are four types of causative constructions: morphological,
morpho-lexical. lexical and morpho-syntactic anticausative construction in
Magar, in terms of the linguistic devices used as means of causativization. Both
transitive and intransitive verbs are causativized and some basic transitive verbs
are anticausativized in Magar.
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-tak,-sak, -ak, -ik, -ek, -ok, -uk, -t, -s, and -k are the causative suffixes in
the language. lak, -ak, -sak, -t, -k, and -s are chosen with the vowel final roots.
-ik, -ek, -ak, -ok, -uk are chosen with the sonorant consonant final roots except
4. And -al< is chosen with the rest of the consonant final roots.
bi/'ilt- 'send' and kt'as-'make' are the causative auxiliaries are used with
the verb in the infinitive form and the derived adjective, respectively, to form
syntactic causative construction.

Magar has first, second and third morphological and syntactic
in terrns of the degree of closeness between the causer and the

causatives,
causee.

,

-k and -s are the anticausative suffixes with some roots in the language
as they are causative suffixes with some other roots.

f

&

4.1 Causative of the Intransitives
First causative sentence takes one more argument, the causer, as a subject
than its corresponding noncausative intransitive sentence. In this case, the subject
of the noncausative sentence is demoted to the direct object position which is
called causeel oow, because the subject position is already occupied in the
causative sentence; and the direct object position is the highest available position
in the sentence in terms of the case hierarchy (see (17) and (21)).
The second causative of the intransitive sentence takes one more
argument, the causer, as subject than its corresponding first causative sentence. In
this case, the subject of the first causative sentence is demoted to the indirect
object position, which is called causoo2 now. The subject and the direct object
positions are already occupied here and it is the highest available position in the
sentence (see (18) and (22)).
The third causative of the intransitive sentence.takes one more argument,
the causer, as subject than its corresponding second causative sentence. In this
case, the subject of the second causative sentence is demoted to the oblique object
position which is called causeei nowl not to double in the subject, direct object and
indirect object positions which are already occupied; and it is the highest available
position in the sentence (see (19) and (23)).
(

l6)

hetko
cow

syas-a

graze-PT

s
'Cow grazed'

(11) rnat're-i hetko
cowboy-Ecow

arc"ah-q
graze.CI-PT

SDO

'Cowboy grazed cow.'

#
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(r8)

e

ntc/' rya-ke
brother-E cowboy-A/D
SIODO

b!'ct-

younger

hetko
cow

,rrr" n" -tak-a

graze-CII-PT

'Brother caused cowboy to graze cow.'
(

1e)

bobd-i
Father-E

bi'oi-ke

ntcthryct-ke hetko

youn-qer brother'-A/D cowboy

,rrr"n"-tak-crk-o

-AlD cow graze.CI-C[-Cm-PT

SOOIODO
'Father causecl brother to cause colvboy to graze cow.'
(20)

ceu
clo-9

uTl-ct

\

s

come frclm belor,v-PT

S

'Do-9 came fronl down.'

(2t)
a,

n-e.
ceu
You-E dog
SDO

na-On-ct

2S-come frorn belor,v. CI-PT

'You brought a clog from down.'
(22)

do-e

narl-ke ceu

elder brother-E you-A/D

SIODG

dog

ort-ok-ct
con-le from below.CI-C[-PT

'Brother caused you to bring a dog fronr below.'

(23)

qd-i clai-ke

narl-ke ceL{

Tla-on-ok-ak,-a-r1

I-E elder brother-A/D you-A1D dog I S-come trorn below.Cl-CII-CIII-PT-

1

SOOIODO
'I caused brother to cause you to bring a do_g f}om below.'
4.2 Causative of the Transitives

. A first causative sentence takes one more argument, the causer, as subject
than its corresponding non-causative transitive sentence with direct object. In this
case, the subject of the noncausative sentence is demoted to the indirect object
position which is called causee2 flow, because the subject and the direct object
positions are already occupied
sentence (see(25) and (29)).

A

;

and

it is the highest

available position

in

,$'

!

the

second causative of the transitive sentence takes one more argument,
the causer, as subject than its corresponding first causative sentence. In this case
the subject of the first causative sentence is demoted to the oblique object position
which is called causee? now, because the subject, the direct object and the indirect
object positions are already occupied; and it is the single available position in
the sentence (see (26) and (30)).
A third causative of the transitive sentence takes one more argument, the
causet, as subject than its corresponding second causative sentence. In this case the

f,

I
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subject of the second causative sentence is demoted to the oblique object position
which is called causee.l now.
The language can have more than one NP in the oblique object position,

since there is no other position remained and it is the lowest position in the case
hierarchy. Causee3 precedes couseel in the third causative where both are in the
oblique object position (see (27)and (31)).

(24) lrcc-ei lt'ttr1

gdra4-a

heishe-E stone uplift-PT

SDO

'Helshe uplifted a stone.'

(25) bt'a-e

hos-ke lt'ttr1

gdratl-ak-a

youngerbrother-E he/she-A/Dstone uplift-Cl-PT

SIODO

'Brother caused him/her to uplitl a stone.'

(26) da-e

bt'ai-ke
hos-ke l"un g0rar1-ak-ak-a
elder brother-E younger brother-A/D helshe-A/D stone uplift-CI-C[-PT
SOOIODO

'Elder blother caused younger brother [o cause him/her to uplift a storie'

(27) babd-i dai-ke

bt'ai-ke

hos-ke

l"url

father-E elder brother-A/D younger brother-A/D he/she-A/D stone

sooooroDo

gdra7-ak-ak- ke b i/' in-a
uplift-Cl-CI-INF send-PT
'Father caused elder brother [o cause younger brother to cause him/her to

uplilt

a stone.'

(28) nij}-i

,''o

child-E rice

jya-Q
eat-PT

SDO

(29)

'Child ate rice.'
rcmx-e ntija-ke
Ram-E child-A/D

SIODO

,"o
rice

kas-ct

eat.CI-PT

'Ram f'ed rice to the child.'
(30)

Itdri-e ranx-ke ntija-ke ct'o kas-ak-a
Hari-E Ram-A/D child-A/D rice eat.CI-C[-PT

SOOIODO

'Hari

caused Ram to feed rice to the child.'
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(3t)

hoc-ei hdri-ke ram-ke mija-ke ," o
he/she-E Hari-A/D Ram-A/D child-A/D

sooooroDo

kas-ak-ak-a

rice eat.CI-CI-CIII-PT

'He/she caused Hari to cause Ram to feed rice to the child.'

4.3 Causative of the Ditransitives
A first causative sentence of the dirtransitive sentence takes one more
argument, the causer, as subject than its corresponding non causative sentence. In
this case the sut-rject of the noncausative sentence is demoted to oblique object
position which is called causeel iow, because subject, direct and indirect object
positions are already occupied: ancl it is the only available position (see (33) and
(37)).

A second causative sentence of the dirtransitive sentence takes one more
argument the causer, as subject than its corresponding first causative sentence. In
this case the subject of the first causative sentence is demoted to the oblique
position which is called causee2 now, (see (34) and (38))
A third causative sentence of the ditransitive sentence takes one more
argument, the causer, as subject than its cortesponding second causative sentence.
In this case the subject of the secdnd causative sentence is demoted to the oblique
object position which is called c&uSee3 now, ( see (35) and (39)).
In the second causative sentence of the dirtransitive sentence, there are
two NPs in the oblique object position. In such a case causee2 precedes causeel os
in third causative oftransitive sentence (see (21) and (31)).
In the third causative sentence of the ditransitive sentence, there are three
NPs in the oblique object position. In such a case causeei precedes causee2 and
c&uSog2 precedes c&usee1

(32)

hdri-e r1a-ke cil'i
Hari-E,

rik-ct

I-A/D letter write-PT

SIODO

(33)

'Hari wrote a letter to me.
ran'L-e tfiri-ke r1a-ke

Ram-E Hari-A/D

SOOIODO

citt'i

I-A/D letter

rik-ak-a

write-CI-PT

'Ram caused Hari to wr:ite a letter to me.'

(,34)

clcr-e

ram-ke

ldri-ke

elder brother-E Ram-A/D Hari-A/D

sooooloDo

r1a-ke

I-A/D letter

ci/'i

rik-ak-ke bi/'in-a
write-CI-lNF send-PT

'Brother caused Ram to cause Hari to write a letter to me.'
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(35) bab}-i dai-ke

ram-ke h0 ri-ke qa-ke ci/'i
Father-E elder brother-AlD Ram-A/D Hari-A/D I-A/D letter

sooooooloDo

rik-ak-ke bi/' in-ke birh in- a
write-Cl-I}.tF send-INF send-PT
'Father caused brother to cause Ram to cause Hari to write a letter to me.'
yo"-Q

(36) gita-e rita-ke pdisa

Gita-E Rita-A/D money give-PT

SIODO

*.

'Gita gave money to Rita.'

(31)

ram-e gita-ke

rita-ke pdisa

Ram-E Gita-A/D

(38)

'f"*

Rita-A/D money

yo''-tok-o
give-PT

*","r?&,,".'
""f;ram-ke gita-ke
rita-ke pdisa
Gita

to

l?"

t

yo''-tok-ak-a

syarn-e

Shyam-E Ram-A/D Gita-A/D

sooooloDo

Rita-A/D money give-CI-C[-PT

'Shyam caused Ram to cause Gita to give money to Rita.'

(39) hdri-e syam-ke ram-ke gita-ke rita-ke

pdisa

Hari-E Shyam-A/D Ram-A/D Gita-A/D Rita-A/D money

sooooooroDo

y o" - tok-

ok-

k,

b

irt' in

-

a

give CI-CI-INF send-PT
'Hari caused Shyam to cause Ram to cause Gita to give money to Rita.'

(t.

4.4 Anticausative of the Transitives
An anticausative sentence takes one less argument than its corresponding
causative sentence. In this case, the causer, the subject of the transitive sentence is
deleted and the direct object of the trarnitive sentence is promoted to the vacant
subject position, in the corresponding anticausative sentence. In the following
examples (40>,(42), (44), (46) and (48) are ffansitive and (41), (43), (45), (47) and
(49) are anticausative sentences.

(40) hoc-ei sar

sar-di-a

he/she-E flower replant-NT-PT

SDO

'He/she replanted a flower.'

(41) sar

sar-di-s-a

flower replanrNT-AC-PT
S

'Flower replanted.'
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rot,n-e kiitab ct'cr1t-cli-a
Ram-E book prinr-NT-PT

SDO

'Ram printed a book.'

(43) kitab cha1t-di-s-a
, book print-NT-AC-PT
S

'Book printecl"'
(44)

Itoc-ei ltiu

pdgal-di-a

he/she-E snow melI-I.{T-PT

SDO

'He/she melted the snow.'

(4s)

hiu

t

p)Sal-di-s-ct

snow melt-NT-AC-PT
S

(46)
(41)

(48)
1+9)

'Snow melted.
pittn-e gt'dnti qat'-A
peon-E bell ring-PT
'Peon rang the bell.'
gt'dnti rlak-a
bell rin_g-AC-PT
'The bell rang.'
mijd-i kOmij b"ara"-E
boy-E shirt snatch-PT
'The boy snatched the shirt.'
kdmii bt'dra-k-a

shirt snatch-AC-PT
'The shirt snatched.'
5. Conclusion

This analysis shows that Magar follows the Case Hierarchy without
exception but the point of interest is that all the objects are marked by the same
sulflx, the accusative-dative case marker

-ke.

ABBREVIATIONS

@
1
15
25
A/D

Null
First Person
First Person Singular
Second Person Singular
Accusative/ Dative
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ABL
AC
CI

Ablative
Anticausative
First Causative

CII
Cru

Third causative
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Second causative

DO

Direct object

E

Er-gative

Intinitive

II{F'
E
1

Re..-emi

Er-gative

INF

Infinitive

IO
LOC

Indirect obj ect
Locative
Nominative

NOM
NT

Nativiz

er

I Trunsiti Yrzer

oo

Oblique Object

POSS

Possessi ve

PT

Past

S

Subject
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A Preliminary Sociolinguistic Survey of Sunuwar

-

Lal Rapacha Sunuwar

Abstract

. Sunuwar (K6ich Lo) is one of the Rai-Kir6ti languages of ' eastem Kirdti or KoiWayu group' (Hansson 1991) having high cognate with Bahing affiliated to the TibetoBurman language family. The nnmber of Sunuwar speakers mentioned in various Census
Reporrs is- 17,299 (1952-4),13,362 (1961), 20,380 (tg7tI and 10,650 (1981). Although
the Sunuwar language is not recorded officially as a Mother Tongue in 1991 (CBS)I, it is
one of the prominent languages among the Rai-Kirdti. One of the main objectives of this
of the language use in the communities
Ramechhap and Okhaldhunga districts for daily communication within households,
locality and so on if not in education and mass media. Moreover, Sunuwar is divided into
two dialect areas viz Okhaldhunga and Ramechhap dialects on the basis of Nepali influence
on the language.
Similarly, the dialect areas differ in terms of iso-phonological variation of the
speakers in speech. Sociolinguistically, the speakers are conscious of their ethnic identity
and language loyalty which can be promoted if the democratic government can adopt a
consistent policy in language planning for the preservation and development of a minority
'and
an endangered language like Sunuwar within a multilingual setting of Nepal.
paper is to investigate, record, and analyze the data

of

'

r:,'

0.

fntroducing Sunuwar

Generally the language is referred to as "Sunuwar Language" or "K6ich
Lo" according to the speakers' own tribal name "Sunuwar or Sunwar". It is one of
the Rai-Kirati languages of 'Western Kirati or Koi Wayu' (Hansson 1991) group.
The speakers of the language have their own distinct ethnicity and culture which
keenly resemble Bahing-Rai in their locality of the Okhaldhunga district.
Linguistically speaking, Sunuwar and Bahing are sister languages. Moreover,
Hansson (1991) states the language to be 'a slightly more distant relative of
t
-t

Thulung, Chaurase and Jerong'(1991: 95). Their proximity is further elaborated by

Morris (1933) in terms of the complex pronominalyzed language spoken by the
Rais and Limbus and genetically affiliated to the same Tibeto-Burman language
family. Today, Sunuwar is fairly heavily influenced by Nepali or 'Nepalized and
Hinduized ( Hansson 1991) and consequently such pronominal feature is not found
in the language. Nevertheless, their tribal ethnicity is 'nestled between the Rais and
Limbus' (Farwell 1984). Apart from the easterri tribal relationship with them,
Northy and Morris (1921) point out the Sunuwar ethnic relationship to the western
tribes especially with Gurung and Magar but resemblance is not strong. I disagree
at this point because the Sunuwars, Rais and the Limbus differ only in terms of
their traditional titles as Mukhiya, Rai/Jimi and Subba. Otherwise, they are more
common in many respects than the Gurungs and Magars.
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Although the number of Sunuwar speakers is very scanty and scattered in
several parts of the country and.outside the country, Sunuwar is spoken quite often
in the family or in the market place and for other purposes. Usually the language is
confined to their locality of Okhaldhunga, Ramechhap, Dolakha, and other
districts. At present the speakers are basically bilingual because of limited use of
Sunuwar locally. Nepali is commonly used as a Lingua Franca in the community.
Consequently, the language is much more influenced by Nepali in terms of new
arid modern vocabulary which I shall discuss in Section Two later.
There is no such practical orthography of the language developed even
today. It has no written tradition and any significant literatue although is rich in
oral literature and in its fblklore. Native speakers like the late Karna B Sunuwar
had tried to develop the Sunuwar Script "K6ich Brese" but it is not generally
accepted for numerous reasons. Until now the Devanagari script is used for writing
and the New Testament is internationally published in the same script. Neither
activities like language maintenance programme in schools or in the community
have been organized nor any other 'official support arid financial backing' (quoted

in Wardhaugh 1986) are provided for further development of the

langauge.

Irrespecive of this prevailing situation, there are traces of the Sunuwar language
use in their community.
1. Language Speaking Areas

Sunuwar is geographically located in Wallo Kirit viz on the bank of the
Khimti, Likhu, Yolung, Malung, and Solung rivulets of Dolakha, Ramechhap, and
Okhaldhunga districts in eastern Nepal. Upto 1981 the total number of speakers
officially recorded is 10,650 (CBS 1991). According to the Census Report, there
are only four districts such as Ramechhap (4,929), Sindhuli (1,188), Dolakha
(1,084), and Okhaldhunga (706) significant from the speakers' point of view.
Except in l2 out of 75 districts, the number of speakers is thinly scattered all over

of 199 I (CB S 1 993),
Sunuwar as a mother tongue has not recorded officially. Beyond the border, in
India, Grierson (1909) mentions 5,365 as the total number of the Sunuwar speakers
mainly concentrated in Darjeeling and Sikkim. This thin and tentative number of
speakers indicates the language endangerment. To be hopeful, there are some
the country. Surprisingly, after a decade in the Census Report

households where Sunuwar is still spoken.

In my research, I fbund the Sunuwar language mainly divided in two
basic areas as core and peripheral. This division in terms of geographical distance
varies in phonological f-eatules. The isogloss as such is demarcated on the basis of
north-west and north-east of the Likhu rivulet as shown in Figure l.
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Figure 1 : Intersecting Isogloss and Dialect Areas
N

A

Dr=Dialect Area 1
Dz=Dialect Area 2
CA=Core Area

Likhu Rivulet
,SOT,T

DOLAKHA

Ramechhap
SINDHULI

D,

CA

IKHI IIVIBI

AD1

I

KHOTANG

Okhaldhunga

YAPUR

The rivulet bridges the border of Okhaldhunga and Ramechhap districts
also. Comparatively, the Sunuwar population is denser in these areas than in other
areas. The bank area is identified as the core area of the language spoken. As we
go turther from the bank areas the number of speaker becomes thinner. Then, there
appears iso-phonological differences in the speakers' speech as quotes in Blair
(1990), 'the water changes every five miles, and the dialect every two' (1991:22).
Consequently, the peripheral area is heavily influenced by Nepali so much so that
the speakers lose their typical accent of Sunuwar. In particular, I shall compare and
discuss the data from the Katunje village of Okhaldhunga as peripheral and data
from the Bhuji-Gupteshwor village of Ramechhap as the core area in Section 3 in
terms of regional variation in phonology. Before that I shall discuss the Sunuwar
data in the fbllowing Section for showing the Nepali influence on Sunuwar.
2. Collection and Analysis of the Sunuwar Datas
The main purpose of the survey is to elicit the data from the Sunuwar
cornmunities of the mid-eastern part of Nepal, viz Okhaldhunga and Rarnechhap as
shown in Figure I in order to find out whether the language is spoken as a mother
tongue or not in their respective community. Furthermore, it is necessary to
identify the present status of the language in the multilingual situation of Nepal.
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Accordingly, the two neighbouring villages from Ramechhap-Bhuji-Gupteshwor
and one highly Nepali dominated village in Okhaldhunga- Katunje were included.
Having based on data collection methodology of Blair (1990), a total of about 210
word lists were elicited from the Dialect Area one (Dl) in order to compare the
data with the Dialect Area two (D2) side by side. The total source of data was one
hundred households and individuals from the same districts. In the process of data
elicitation, people from differen profession, age, education level, and sex were
included. They are long-term residents of the areas mentioned above. To some
extent, help from the related literature, kitchen discourse and songs were also
taken. Words elicited are rlrore general than specific. They are consisted of noun,
pronoun, adjective, advelb. ancl postposition. The group of words are arranged in
such a way that it represents the two dialect areas of Sunuwar found to be
influenced by Nepali (N I) in tl.re language ^f hoth dialect areas- A sample of the
data is presented below.

Dl (Peripheral)

l.
2"
3.
4"
s.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.

,

'son*in-law'

banrebi G\f I)

'wild potato'

kas (N I)
camero (N I)
chucundro (l.l I)

'cr0w'

arna (1.{ D
sigh (N I)

'witrcl

10" tin (N I)
t

D2 (Core)

zaw6i (I{ tr*';
kaguni 0'f I)
cenkhla (N I)

-eadeula

'rJat'

'maize grit'

'bat'

'rnole'

buffnlo'

'1ir-ln'

'thiree'

(l{ I)

'l

ain worm'

'tiger'

zol
kucum

'do_g'

piya

'heacl'

gui

'hanrJ'

kul

'f

khame
khai

'ri c e'
'c

ace'
Lrrry'

gigi
disa
kaka:
ZIZ|:

'bitter'
's

weet'

't0 weep'
'ctroud'

$
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25.
26.

tami

tamr

'daughter'

caimi

caimi

'daugher-in-law'

21

ri

ri
po

'louse'
'pig'

capo
barde

'piglet'
'falcon'

kagi

'ya*'

ka:

'one'

siwa:r
nisi

'two'

.

28. po
29. capo
30. barde
3 1. kagi
32. ka:
33

.

siwa:r

j ackle'

34.
35.

nisi
r,vd

wd

'bear'

"

biri

biri

'cockroach'
'f-lea'

surbu

cube
surbu

36

3l . cube
3

8.

39. barla (lt{ L)ir}ii)

barla (N L)

40. doko (N I-)
41. siT (N [.)
42. mula: (N I-)
43. pez (l{ L)
44. sibi (1.{ L,)
45. jusa (N L)
46. khaka:r (l',f L)

doko (N L)
siT (N L)
mula: (N L)
pez (N L)
sibi (N L)
jrga (N L)
khaka:r (N L)
hds (N L)

47

.

his (N L)
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'bee'
'wasp'
'basket'

'dew'
'radish'
'onion'

'white bean'
'mustache'
'cough'
'duck'

*NI=Nepaliinfluence
**NL=Nepaliloan
(Source: Rapacha 1996)
1

t,

Out of the total corpora of 210 words, the data cited above vertically on
the left and right hand side show that both Okhaldhunga-Katunje and RamechhapBhuji-Gupteshor are influenced by Nepali. The Dl (Peripheral) has Il words
borrowed form Nepali whereas the D2 (Core) has its own typical vocabulary, for
instance, the word kag inDl means 'crow' for which the Sunuwar speakers use the
word in their usual conversation whearas theD2 speakers use khad:crow' which is
claimed to be a pure Sunuwar lexicon. By calculating the Nepali influenced words
out of the whole corpora we can derive the approximate percentage of the Nepali
words. Thus, the approximate perientage is - llx27o=227o in the Dialect Area one.
Next, out of the same corpora 9 words are loans fi'om Nepali and are used in the
same or stightly different way in Sunuwar in both dialect areas. Here also the
calculated percentage is- 9x2Vo=18%o. Further illustration of influence and loans in
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the dialect area I is thus-22%c+187o=40vo in total. Depending on this comparative
analysis of native and loan words we come to the conclusion that the Dl is more
influenced by Nepali than D2. Therefore, to a greater extent, the D2 resembles the
core area more than D1. The result is summarized in the following table:

Native
words Vo

Areas
Core Area

Dialect Area

I

(Katun i e- Okhaldhun ga
Dialect Area 2
(B huj

Nepali

Total

7o

words Vo

82

l8

100

60

40

r00

82

t8

100

)

i-Gupteshwor-

Ramechhap)
l: Sunlmary of Nepali loan words in Sunurvar

Tahle

The summary of Table I indicates the intermixing situation of Sunuwar
and Nepali because of close language contact between the speakers of the two
speech communities. Obvious reason of this tendency is the assimilation of
Sunuwar with the Hindus since the beginning of unification of the kingdom of
Nepal. Linguists like Hansson (1991) also accepts the fact as'Nepalization and
Hinduization' (p 95) on Sunuwar. Apart from the influence and language shift,
some iso-phonological variations also are derived from the two dialect areas
through observation and minute scrutiny of the speakers out of 210 word lists.
3. Regional Variations in Phonology
As discussed in the preceding sections I and 2, therc occurs isophonological variation between the two dialect areas Dl and D2 (see Fi-gure 1) in
terms of geographical distance. The dialect area one (Katunje) lies in the northeastern part of Okhaldhunga on the bank of the Molung-solung rivulets which is
farther from the dialect area two (Bhuji-Gupteshwor) north-western part of the
Likhu rivulet lying between Ramechhap and Okhaldhunga districts. But these
dialects are mutually intelligible. Although the variation is not very significant, we

can easily predict the speakers' regional origin because 'sociolinguistic choices
may infbrm the hearer about the speaker's social and regional origin as well as
about the nature of the social situation at hand, about shifis in the topic of the
conversation and so forth' (Giglioli 1912:' 16). In the case of Sunuwar, the
speakers' choice of /b/ and lwl in baku and wttku - meaning 'water' informs the
hearer about the speaker's regional rather than social origin. Further illustration is
given below:

Lal Rapi"lcha Sunur,var /
Dialect Area

1

Dialect Lrea

2

t. ba

bwa:

'fowl'

2. wo:

wa:

'cloth'

3. kolci
4. ba:ku
5. cyozi
6. munat
7. goi
8. keqgar
9. --eoipaki
[0. rnin
I l. pa:nrtem
I 2. nreke
I 3. ntar

kolgi

'soyabean'

wa:ku

'water'

kyozi

'berrley'

mulat

'today'
'you'

CIe

Dt
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keq r

'ks he tri -c as te '

goipiki

'you-plural'

nrina
pa:mteme
nreker
nra:r

'then'

'did-plural'
'there'
'what'

(Source: Rapaclra I 996)

Tlrere are only slight phonological (lcl and lW in'cyozr' and 'tyozi:) and
(/^l and la:l in ba and bwa:) changes on the illustration above. The
speakers preferred their own variety of speech in conversation. But they
understand each other without any difficulty. Such phonological and phonetic
similarity is commonly fbund in BahingiRumdali Rai and Sunuwar as in the
following illustration of succeding section.

phonetic

.\

{

4. Cognates Between Bahing and Sunuwar
Besides Nepali, a number of other languages, for instance, Rai-Kiriti,
Newari, Tamang, ancl Magar are spoken in the vicinity of Sunuwar territory mainly
in Ramechhap and Okhaldhunga districts. Although the speakers of Sunuwar share
such multilin-uual linguistic repertoire, their language is rnuch inf'luenced by Nepali
and the language shares a common cognate with Bahing. Interestingly, a sixtythree year old n.ran stated that the Sunuwars, Rais, and Limbus were brothers in the
past in an interview to a c;uestion whether- the Sunuwars and Rais have have a
comuron ethnic and social relationship because their languages share a common
cognate. Because of tlreir rni-uration to diffbrent places, they were divided into
several tribes trnd today, they have a separate identity of their own under the titles
Mukhiya, Rai/Jimi and Subba respectively. Of coulse, there must be sorrrething
common in Bahing Su and Sunuwar Su both means 'who'. Further examples of
commonality are given below-
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Ba:hing words

2. mi
3. po
4. prca:
5. laca:
6. la:inuq

lva:ku
mi
po
picr-l
la:co
Ia: qa

'go-first pel'son'

7,lat

la:ta:

'went'

8. q a:ca:

1l

9. zaca:

ZA:CO

[. wa:ku

10. rimca:
11. go
12. mekoke
13. su
14. ma:rde
15. khin
16. bwa:
17.
18.

wlis
mis
[9. Tau
20. mes
21 . suke
22. wa:rc
23. na:?so
24. enk
25. bramlica.

a:co

'water'
ire'
'pig'
't0 conle'
't0 go'
'f

'to weep'
'to eat'

rimco

'to wait'

gu

'r'

memke

'his/her'
'who'
'rvhy'

SU

tnarco

khim

'h0use'

pwa:

'fowl'

w6:ca:

'husband'

min

'wife'

Ta:wa"

'soIr'

rneso

'buffblo'

suke

'whose'

wa:rca:

'friend'

nokso
eke

'here'

bromloca.
(Source: Rapacha 1996)

'ethnic priest'
/t.

'clan name'

''"

f,

Typological and reconstructive studies of the above data can prove
sunuwar and Bahing as one language historically. prima facie both languages
appear to be two sister languages of the same family.
5. Sunuwar as a Mother Tongue and its Domain
In the demog.raphic history of Nepal, the number of Sunuwar as mother
tongue speakers recorded in the Census Report for the first time in 1952154 was
17,299. About two and a half decade later, the number of speakers of Sunuwar
shockingly disappeared from rhe census Reporr of 1991 (cBs 1993). obviously, it
indicates the speedy tongue degeneration of Sunuwar for several ,easors.' Th"
comparative summary of rable I in preceding section, is a better example of how
the degeneration takes place. But still there are fair number of the Sunuwar
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speakers who use their language frequently in the core and occasionally in the
peripheral area even today. For the evidence of language use in their community,
kitchen discourse and folk tale narration was recorded. The respondents were
asked oral and written questionnaires also. The main domain of Sunuwar usage
are- family members, relatives, friends, songs, story-telling, market places,
religious incantations, instructions, ceremonies and so on. They have a positive
response towards their language use in education, publications, and mass media.
Nepali is adopted as a linguafranca very commonly. Today, it is.very difficult to
find out a monolingual native speaker of Sunuwar because of the speakers'
exposuie to the outer community through Nepali. Especially the peripheral dialect
area one Sunuwar is more hybridized with Nepali comparatively than'the dialect
area two. As a whole, the linguistic metamorphosis is taking place gradually by
challenging the survival of Sunuwar in the contemporary Nepalese society.

5.1. Language Retention or Extinction ?
Sunuwar is one of the richest languages in its folklore and oral tradition
among the Rai-Kirdti languages of Nepal. Unfortunately, it was forgotten when it
remained hidden in the darkness for centuries. Linguists found the fossilized
Sunuwar in its pseudo form when they lit the candle of linguistic inquiry in the late
60s in Nepal. As such no historical. documentation of the language is found
because it has no written tradition. Therefore, Sunuwar lost most part of its typical
lexicon when it was transmitted only orally from one generation to the other. Can
Sunuwar revive like Hebrew ? Can their new generation of speakers retain
whatever lost in the past ? Or will it go the way of Kusunda and more than twelve
(Hansson 1991) languages of Rai-Kirati in Nepal ? Jf not either way, Sunuwar can
continue in its own present condition. Hopefully, the survival and development of
the language depends on ethnic commitment, language loyalty, social integration
fi'om within the community, and research by linguists and language planners.
6. Recommendations
Nepal is identified as a unique land of multicultural identities and ethnic
diversity. The Nepalese uniqueness rests on its multiple mother tongue, rites and
rituals, life patterns, beliefs, culture and so on. Taking these facts intb
consideration, it is essential to preserve and promote the multilingual and cultural
heritage which we inherited fi-om oul forefathers since time immemorial.
Accordingly, the following suggestions are l'ecommended for the preservation and
development of the Sunuwar languageI.

To irnplernenl Status Plannin-e in order to reco-qnize Sunuwar at the local
le

vcl.

t--
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To provide official support, financial backing and opportunity of

II.

eclucation

and jobs in various fields by the government.

ru.

To provide prirnary education in the mother

ton_eue.

ry. To promote literacy in the language by cleveloping basic

readin-u and teaching
materials.
V. To produce granrnrars. dictionaries, literature in the language.
VI. To broadcast the news on television and radio.
VII. To extend the use of the language socially, culturally, and in nrass nredia.

vm. To take

necessary steps

for

purification, codification, regularization,

simplification, elaboration and the implementation and evaluation (Fishnran
191

l: 332) of the langua_ee.

IX.

To take ntore conrprehensive lin-uuistic and sociolin-euistic reseerrch on the

X

To implernent the rnain thirteen recomnrendations o1'the National Language

language.

Policy Recommendation Conrnrission as soon as possible (Kansakar 1995).
7. Conclusion
Today, there remains only a limited number of the Sunuwar community
where.the speakers use their language for limited purposes. Therefore, the above
measures can develop and standardize the Sunuwar language in order to promote

its use in social interaction, education, mass media, and publications. Such
for the development of endangered and minority language like
Sunuwar can be possible if the democratic government has a consistent policy in
opportunities

language planning in Nepal. After all, the native spenkers'cultural and language
awareness plays a dominant role to struggle for the promotion and development
their Ianguage.

of

Notes

This paper is based on Chapter 5 of my MA thesis submitred at the Central
Department of En_slish, Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur.
I See the Census Reports fbr cletails.
2
For furthel information on endangerr.nent, see Rapacha \1991), "Sunuwar as
an Endangered Langua-ee of Nepal".
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Tense-Aspect System in Tamang (Western Dialect)
Krishna Prasad Chalise
0, Tamang Tense System
Tamang does not have a distinctivq tense system. It has a fused system of
tense-aspect and modality system (TAM). Tense is inferred from the temporal
setting constituents of the clausg, in combination with any one suffix out of the
h.

following set.
i) \-ci / - ji)

11) (-pa / -bal
iv)(-s"r'e) v) (-nen[
11i) (-la )
Every positive prirnary verb in a statement has one of the suffixes. They
are optional in negative and cannot occur in imperative.
The sufflxes listed above indicate both tense-aspect and modality of a
sentence. (-sye) always indicates future potentiality and (-nent) always indicates
inference of past event.r They are basically modal suffixes and have invariable
function. So, they are included in modality system.
The suffixes given in pair are the different realizations of the same suffix.
In the pairs the first one is taken as the basic form because , the speakers in some
regions use only the first form, however, it follows either voiceless or voiced

segment.

\;

The remaining suffixes have multi functions. They indicate both tenseaspect and modality of a sentence. (-ci /-ji) rndicates past time reference and
indecisive modality. (-pa / -ba) indicates non-past time reference and indicative
modality. (-/a) indicates non-past time reference and dubitative modality.2
Their primary function has been taken as time referring because they play
an important part in indicating tense. So they are termed here as 'Tense affixes' to
distinguish them from other more purely modal suffixes.
Tamang tense system is given in the following table. They will be
discussed in detail in turn below.
Table
Tense

Tense

Absolute
Past

Markers

-

ci/-

ii

Relative'

(The relative tense

Non-past
Non-past I

I.{on-past2

not

-pa/-ba

-la

article. )

discussed

in

is

this

l. Absolute Tense
Absolute tense is that tense which takes the present moment as the deictic
centre. Tamang has a basic two way split in absolute tense, which is an opposition
)
between past and non-past.a
Gipan Vol. 1:2, pp.,203-218
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0

Now/S

Past

non-past

Fig. I Tamang Absolute Tense

It is irrelevant to distinguish between

'present' and 'future' because the

of the time references. Whether the affix indicates
present or future tinre is not deterrnined by the selection of affix but by -the
same affixes can denote both

selection of mood and context in which that is used.
s

l. I Past Tense
Past tense locates an event prior to the present situation (now/S). This
fbrm does not say anything about the time period occupied by the event, its
initiation and termination. It simply implies that the event does not hold at present.
There are the suffixes (-ci / -ji) different realizations of the same suffix
that can encode a past event. (-ci) is realized when it follows a voiceless segment
and (-jl) is realized when it follows a voiced segment.

a.

(1)

b.

t

rla-ce ken ca-ji

I-ERG rice eat-PST
'I ate rice.'
rb'ntl loPken ta-ji

we(inc) teacher become-PST
'We became teacher.'

c.

rla-ri kortorl-ri Ti-ji
I-Pl(exc) board-LOC sit-PST

d.
. e.

'We sat on the board.'
e:-t'e lurtdi-da set-ci
you-ERG fox-DAT kill-PST
'You killed a fbx.'
tlte s"vi-ji
he die-PST

'He died.'
f

.

h.

tlte-rti-ce nlocca apo-kola-da ken co-rm la-ji
he-Pl-ERG short boy-DAT lice earCAUS do-PST
'They caused the srrall boy to eat rice.'
onta-ce 4a-da ketr co-1tu4-ji
rnot[rer-ERG I-DAT rice earPERM-PST
'Mother permitted me to eat rice.'

#
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1.1.

I Use of the Past Tense

In Tamang, stative and eventive situations are very important in the use
oftense. Past tense is used only with past eventive situations.
"An event in discourSe is the narration, whereas a slative is a statement
which refers to any thing that is not an event. This includes such statements as :
what might have happened, what did not happen, what should have happened,
commands, requests and description of settings. "Taylor ( 1973:101)
My own description of stative and eventive situations that may be suitable
for this language is : Eventive situation in Tamang is that which indicates the
process of action and stative situation indicates existence of action. It is not used
in the sense ol stative and eventive verbs.
In Tamang the past tense is inherently an expression of an eventive
situation. Past stative situations are expressed in terms of non-past tense.

(2).a.
b.

the khrem-ba-la [stative]
he hunger-NPTI-Perf
'He has hungered or he was hungry.
the khren-ji [eventive]
he hunger-PST

'He hungered.'

d.
e.
a

he teacher become-NPTI -Perf
'He has become a teacher. / He had become a teacher.'
the lopken raTl [Eventive]
he teacher become-PST
'He became a teacher.'
qa-la Jame Jya-ba-la [stative]
I-GEN daughter be beautiful-NPT I -Perf
'My daughter was beautiful.'
qa-la Janrc Jya-ji [Eventive]
I-GEN daughter be beautiful-PST
'My daughter became beautiful.'
,

f

.

From the above examples we can, conclude that eventive situations in
Tamang are those which indicate fhe process of, action and stative situations are

thosewhichindicatetheeventisinthestateofaction'
Those past stative situations are expressed in torm of. non-past'perfect and
they can never be expressed in the past form.
(3 )a.

Ram-ERG son-DAT house-Loc send-NPTI -Perf
'Ram has sent the son to the house. /Ram had sent the son to the house.'
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ram isku:l-ri nv-ba-La
Ram school-LOC be-NPTl-Perf
'Ram was in the school.'
the-ce e:-da Taqa pim-ba-la
he-ERG you-DAT money give-NPT 1-Perf
'He has give money to you. / He had given money to you.'
4a-ce ciya thu1-Ti-ba-la

I-ERG

tea drink-Prog-NPTI-Perf

'I have been drinking tea. / I was drinking tea.'
e. e:-ce se:t set-Ti-ba-la
you-ERG louse kill-Prog-NPT l -Perf
'You have been killing louse. / You were killing louse.'
In the above examples, two alternative English sentences, one in non-past
and the next one in past are given for each of the Tamang sentences. We can
distinguish, for which sense the sentence is used, from the context, (cf . 1 .2. 1).
The claim that past tense cannot be assigned to stative situation, can
furtlrer be proved with the help of the 'to be' verb ntu. This verb always represents
stative situations. So, past tense is never assigned to it.
(4)a. aLe dihm-ri mu-la
brother house-LOC be-NPT2
'The brother is at home.'

b.
c.

Tebul-ri brigu mu-la
table-LOC pen b-NPT2
'The pen is on the table.'
4a-la apis Thamel-ri mu-ba

I-GEN office Thamel-LOC be-NPT1
'My office is at Thamel.'
We cannot convert the sentences in (4) into their corresponding past form using
past tense'marking suffix. But they can be converted into correspondent past using
non-past tense as in (5).
ale dihm-ri mu-ba-la
brother home-LOC be-NPTI -Perf
'The brother was at home.'

(5)a.
b.

Tebul-ri brigu mu-ba-la
table-LOC pen be-NPT 1-Perf

'A pen was on the table.'

c.

na-la apis ThanteL-ri mu-ba-la

I-GEN offlce Thamel-LOC be-NPTI-Perf
'My office was at Thamel.'

.+
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Past tense marker (-ci /-ji) can be assigned to nxu tlot as a tense marker but as a
rnodality marker.
(6)a. ale diltm-ri ntu-ji
brother home-LOC be-IND
'The brother may or may not be at home.'

b.

brigu tebul-ri nru-ji
pen table-LOC be-IND
'A pen may or may not be on the table.'
In the examples the speaker shows tris indecision about the proposition.
.l .2 Aspect of Past Tense

I

Tamang past tense is a mixed tempo-aspectual form. It is used to report a
completed action. So, Tamang past tense always indicates perfective aspect.
'Perfectivity indicates the view of a Situation as a single whole, without
distinction of the various separate phases that make up the situation', (Comrie,

t916:16)..

(7)a.

'He shouted.'
the-ni-ce d.ory su:-ji

b.
c.
d.
\:"

e.
f

.

the kri1-ji
he shout-Perfve (PST)

,

he-Pl-ERG plant plant-Perfve (PST)
'He planted a plant.'
rla-ni-ce doqbo tha-ji
I-Pl-ERG tree cut-Perfve(PST)
'We cut down a tree.'
cyan-ce ma4gu-da lahp-ci
tiger-ERG bear-DAT chase-perfve (PST)
'The tiger chased a bear.'
apa-ce Ja-da dihm-ri pit-ci
father-ERG son-DAT home-LOC send-Perfve (PST)
'The father sent the son to home.'
arna-ce Jame-da khu yoh-put1-ji
mdther-ERG daughter-DAT vegetable cook-PERM-Perfve (PST)
'The mother permitted the daughter to cook vegetable.'

1.2 Non-Past Tense

.

There are fwo suffixes (-pa/-ba)and (-la) thatcan be used to indicate non
-pasr tense(-p a) and (-ba) are the different realizations of the same suffix . (-pal is
realised when it follows voiceless segment afi (-ba) is realized when it follows
voiced segment. However they indicate the non-past time reference, the way of
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referring and time coverage are different. So they are described here as two
different non-past tenses.

pa/ba(Non-Pastl)
The non-past marker (-pa/-ba)will be denoted as'non-past-l'and in briel'

'NPTI'

(8)a.
b.
c.

gatdi-ri ki mu-ba
sea-LOC water be-NPTI
'There is water in the sea.'
ta gode-ri Ti-ba
horse shed-LOC stay-NPTl
'The horse is in the shed.'
na ilssa-ri nu:-ba

I

bed-LOC sleep-NPTl

I sleep in the bed.'

d.

r1a-ni lopkhen ta-ba

I-Pl (exc) teacher become-NPT1

e.
d.
f.
g.

'We become teacher.'
e:-ce mallgu Lahp-pa
you-ERG bear chase-NPTl
'You chase a bear.'
e:-ni-ce rhe-ni-da Tarla pitn-ba
you-Pl-ERG he-Pl-DAT money give-NPT1
'You(Pl) give money to thern.'
ta-ce sutt ca-ba
horse-ERG paddy ealNPTl
'Horse eats paddy.'

ram-la Ja-ce 5y6;-y| lcyampas khet-pa
Ram-GEN son-ERG morning-LOC campus study-NPTI
Ram's son studies campus in morning.'
The sentences in (8) can be interpreted as present as well as future time referring
sentences according to the context. The suffix (-pa /-ba) determines not a specific

point but a range in time axis within which the event may lie .The

range

determined covers the present situation (S) as well as future time. The event (E)
may overlap with the present situation (S) or very much near to it. The following
diagram shows the range determined by the suffix.
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Past time

SA{ow

Fig.2 Range determinecl bY NPT

Fr:ture time
1

/a (f{on-Past 2)
The non-past marker ( -to) will be denoted as 'non-past
(9 )a. ta gocle-ri Ti-lct

b.
c.
d.

2'

'NPT2' in trrie I

horse shecl-Loc staY-NPTZ
'Horse is in the shecl'/'Horse will be in the shecl''
llct tisscr- t'i ttttr: -lct
I bed-LOC sleeP-lr{PT}
'I sleep in the bed.' l'I will sleep in the bed.'
qa-ni loPkhen ta-la
I-Pl(exc) teacher becorne-|*1PT2
'We become teachet"' I'We r'vill become teacher''
rl)'aq-ce maTlTu lahP-la
we(inc)-ERG bear chase-NPTZ
'We chase bear.ul 'We will chase bear"'

\.\\

from (S) to inf-inity . The event

(E,) maY

lie anYwhere within the range"
E,

Past

S

Fig. 3 Range Determined bY NPT2

Future
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Other uses of the Non-Past Tense
The non-past combines temporal and aspectual features. It is used in
present and future time reference as mentioned previously. Apart from this it is
used in general statements independent of time reference, narration of past events
1.2. 1

and stative situations.
I

.2.1.1 Use in the Narration of Past Events5

(

l0)

Jantbulirl:ri chatlnton clentert denrcn kenu nuL-ba k1'or
world-LOC all truth truth only be-NOMI time
byhu-la-ba yho-la-ba tcmt kade sya4-jim parl-bcL
lie speak-do-INF thief-do-trNF talk-Pl twist-CP say-INF
a-se-ba kyor -vhar1-la cu satl satl-ba Jvabct
NEG-know-NOM1 time our ( inc) thrs pure pure-NOMI beautiful
rhi, ki, mhen.do gctnr-utl gLi4gct1 nela Jyaba
jungle, water garden rrountain himalaya holy beautiful
J1,aba gla-kade-ce plirl-bala sirlbu yhulsa
beautiful place-PL-OBLI full-NOM2 swayambhu country
ntu-ba-la Ti-nem (Tim)
be-NPT-Perf remain-INFE

Free translation.

'When there was truth evelywhere in the world, people didn't know how
to cheat and lie, there was a country named Singbu full of beautiful gardens,
jungles, mountains, himalayas and pure water.'
The above mentioned text is a piece of a very old story. There is no use of
past tense but only non-past tense (cf.|.2.2.2.3.3)
1.2.1.2 Use in Timeless Sentences
Time less sentences are those sentences which express the states or events
that are not bounded with in time ; they are eternal or so called universal truths.
(1 l)a. dirli relano cal-ba

b.

sun always rise-NPTI
'Sun always rises.'
cyan-ce rah co-lct
tiger-ERG goat eat-NPT2

'A tiger eats goats.'

c.

glirlga4-ri gli4

d.

Himalaya-LOC snow be-NPT
'Snow is in Himalaya.'
gotdi-ri ki mu-la
sea-LOC water be-NPTI
'There is water in the sea.'

mu-bct
I

I
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1.2.2 Aspects of Non-Past Tense

The imperfectivity is the-. inherent feature of Tamang non-past tense.
Imperfective looks at the situation from inside and concerned with the internal
structure of the situation. Tamang imperfective aspects can be divided into three
types: i) Habitual, ii) Perfect and iii) Progressive.
t.2.2.1 Habitual
'The feature that is common to all habituals, whether or not they are also
iterative, is that they describe a situation which is characteristic of an extended
period of time, so extended in fact that the situation referred to is viewed not as an
incidental property of the moment but, precisely, as a characteristic feature of a
whole period.' Comrie (197 6:28).
There is no distinct system to indicate habituality in Tamang. The NPTI
construction is used to indicate habituality.
(12)a. 1a-ce relano ken ca-ba
I-ERG always rice eat-NPTl
'I always eat rice.'
b. an'La-ce nantsyo-ri ciya thuq-ba
mother-ERG morning-LOC tea drink-NPTI
'Mother drinks tea in morning.' (always)

c.

\"

cyan-ce sya ca-ba

tiger-ERG meat eat-NPTl
'Tiger eats meat.'
d. the relano gey-ri lcyal-ba
he always pond-LOC swim-NPT1
1.2.2.2 Perfect
Perfect in Tamang, is an important aspect. It is the only one aspect thaf is
marked morphologically with a separate suffix. However it is an aspect of nonpast tense, it is used in all stative past time references.
It is marked with the suffix (-la ) which follows the NPTI base.
( I 3)a. 4a-ce gandi-ri kyal-ba-la
I-ERG sea-LOC swim-NPTI -Perf
'I have swum in the sea.'
b. t1a-ni-ce cyan-la sya ca-ba-la
I-Pl(exc)-ERG tiger-Gen meat eat-NPT1 -Perf
'We have eaten tiger's meat.'

c.

tila, garl-ri cyan mu-ba-la
yesterday hill-LOC tiger be-NPTl-Perf
'Yesterday, there was a tiger on the hill.'
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tla-ce relano ken ca-ba-la
I-ERG always rice eat-NPTl-Perf

d.

'I always eat rice.

it

e

vent.

1

l4)a.

shctu,s the

connection betr,r,een past i-rncl present situation.

us\'a11 kltct-ba-lct

uncle come-NPT l-Perf
'LIncle has arrivecl.' (Uncle is here.

b.

)

tl{t-c'€.tLut satl-b:a-lct

I-ERG paddy dry-NPT [-Per1'
have dried the pacldy. (Paclcly is

I

c.
d.

r-rn the grouncl.
the-ce luncli set-pcr-lcr
he-ERG fox kill-IVPT l Perl'
'He has killed a lox.'( It is lying on the gror-rnd.)
e: -ce Ji: thurl-ba-lct

)

you-ERG wine drink-|.lPT 1 -Perf
'You have drunk wine.' (I can smell it.)
I "2.2.3.2

Experiential Perfect

It indicates that the situation

has held at least once during some time from

past to now

(15)a. qa larybo-ri

punt-ba-la
elephant-LOC ricle-NPT 1-PerfI have ridden on the elephant.'
ry), aTl- c e dmts ir1- da s et pa- la
we(inc)-ERc porcupine-DAT kilI-NPT 1 -Perf'We have killed a porcupine.'
the -ni gandi- ri lq, al-b a- la
he-Pl sea-LOC swirn-NPT 1 -Perf
'They have swum in the sea.
e : - tt i-ce syanlo ca-btt- la 'l
you-Pl-ERG mushroom eat-NPTtr -Perf
'Have you eatcn nrushroonr '/'
the-c'e cvan-la Tle tlutt1-ba-ltt
he-ERG tiger-GEI{ milk clrink-NPT l-Peri'
'He has drunk tiger's milk.t

I

b,-

C.

-

'

d.

C"

t
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.2.2.3.3 Perfect as Past Stative Situations Referring Aspect
Taman-9 perf-ect has large coverage. Apart from the present situations it
indicates all the past stative situations.
I

(16

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f

.

g.

tila tlte r1a-lcL dilmt-ri mu-ba-la
yesterday, he I-CEN horne-LOC be-NPTI-Per1'
'Yesterday he was in rny honte.'
sitlbu yhulsct-ri rcLntatl-kacle-la gle trtu-ba-la
Swayambhu country-LOC Tamang-Pl-GEN kin-s be-NPT I-Perl
'fhere was a Tarnang kin-q in Swayanihhu countr),.'
lucu gle-c:e mih-kacle-da reluto Tdtlo ltittt-bu-ltt
that king-ERG man-Pl-DAT always rnoney _sive-NPTl-Perl
'That kin_c alrvays used to give money to men.'
Ja-ce rtth-da t'hct-tut la-ba-ltr
son-ERG -soat-DAT graze-CAUS do-NPT l-Perf
'Son had caused the ,goat to graze"'
the-ce relon.o Ji: tltuq-btt-lct
he-ERG always wine drink-NPTI -Perf
'He always used to drink wine.'

e:-ni lopklten ta-ba-la
you-Pl teacher become-NPTl-Perf
'You had become teacher.'
the-ni gle dihm-ri Ti-ba-la
he-Pl king house-LOC remain-NPT 1 -Perf
'They were in the palace.

1.2.2.4 Progressive Aspect
,.\
\'

Taman-9 progressive is a periphrastic construction. It resembles a
compound verb construction. Progressive is marked with (-71), the literal meaning
of which is remain. It immediately follows the verb stern.

(11)a.

b.
c.

dn'La-ce ken

yoh-Ti-la

mother-ERG rice cook-Prog-NPT2
'Mother is cooking rice.'

ttLe-ma:hg),alam-ribrah-Ti-btt
brother-Pl load-LOC walk-Prog-NPT
'Brothers are walking along the road.'
e: tneltr-Ti-ba-lct
you sleep-Prog-NPT

I

1

-Perf

'You were sleeping.'/' You have been sleeping.'
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d.

r1a-ni gq'-ri kyal-Ti-ba

e.

I-Pl( exc) pond-LOC swim-Prog-NPT
'We are swimming in the pond.'
t: u - ri nan't -\, Lt-T i- la

f

s -LOC sky-comeclo wn-Prog-NPT2
'It is raining here.'
tlte - ni- c e I e\' - ri kltrui- lo-Ti- sy e

1

thi

he-Pl-ERG pond-LOC wash-do-Prog-PoT
'They r,vill be takin-e bath in the pond.'
1.2.2.4.1 Uses of Progressiye
Tamang pro-gressive indicates the continuation of the process.
the-ce reLarto khrui-la-pa
he-ERG al,uvays wash-do-NPT I
'He always takes bath.'
b. tlte gey-ri khrui-la-Ti-ba
he pond-LOC wash-do-Prog-NPT I
'He is taking bath in the pond.'
Sentence (18a) shows the repetition of tl.re same action. It is the habit of the agent,
so it is indicated with habitual aspect. But, sentence (18b) shows the continuation
of the process, so it is indicated by progressive aspect.
The progressive can express a temporally limited habit or a limited state.
( l9)a. milt-ma: h-ce a-Jyaba ki thu1-Ti-ba
rnan-Pl-ERG NEG-good water drink-Prog-NPTI
'People are drinking dirty water.'
b. sikari-ma:h-ce relarrc c1'aq-ma:h set-Ti-ba
hunter-Pl-ERG always tiger-Pl kill-Prog-NPT I
'Hunters are always killing tigers.'
(I

I

8)a.

c.

nrcm.e

d.

grandfather yard-LOC stand-Prog-NPTI-Perf
'Grandfather was standing on the yard.'
nmnt krototl-ri Ti-Ti-la
grandmother board-LOC sit-Prog-NPT2
'Crandmother is sittin-s on the board.'

*

1-

khtt4ka-ri rap-Ti-ba-la

.3 Combination of Aspects

Progressive Plus Perfect
Progressive and pelfect aspects can be cornbined to form a pert'ect progressive.
(20)a i) the-ce klru sai-Ti-ba (progressive)
he-ERG vegetable clean-Prog-NPT I
'He is cleaning the vegetable .'

+
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ii)

the-ce phu sai-ba-la ( perfect)

he-ERG kitchen clean-NPT1-Perf
'He has cleaned the kitchen.'
iii) the-ce khu sai-Ti-ba-la (Prog. + Perf.)
he-ERG vegetable clean-Prog-NPT I
'He has been cleaning the vegetable .'
b i) Tla-ce s\,ct iha: -Ti-ba I Prog.]
I-ERG meat cut-Prog-NPT I
'I am cuttin-u meat.'
ii) Tlo-ce sya tlta: -ba-la fperfect]
I-ERG meat cut-NPTI -Perf
'I have cut meat.'
iii) Tlo-ce sye tlta:-Ti-bcL-la I Prog. + Perfect ]
I-ERG meat cut-Prog-NPT I -Perf
I have been cuttin.-g meat.'

\

Conclusion
Tamang has a set of suffixes that have both tempo-aspectual and modal
functions. Out of the set <-ci/-ji>, <-pa/ba> and <-la> are important to indicate the
temporal setting of an event. So these suffixes are taken as tense-aspect marking
suffixes. Tamang absolute tense system can be classified into the binary split of
past and non-past. It is irrelevant to distinguish between 'present' and 'future'
because the same affixes can denote both of the references. Present and future time
references are determined by the selection of modality and context.
Past tense locates an event prior to the present situation and it simply
implies that the event does not hold at present. Past tense is inherently an
expression ofan eventive situation. Past stative situations are expressed in terms of
non-past tense. Past tense always indicates perfective aspect.
Non-past tenses always indicate stative situation in present future or past
time references. Non-past I and Non-past 2 are different in time coverage. The
range determined by Non-past I may overlap with the present situation or very
much nearer to it, but the range determined by Non-past 2 may lie anywhere
towards the right of the present situation (S). Apart from this, non-past tense is
used in the narration of past events and time-less sentences. Habitual, perfect and
progressive are the aspects of non-past tense. Progressive and perfect aspects can
be combined to form a perfect progressive aspect.
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Abbreviations
s-Present time
ERE-Ergative

NPT1 -Non-Past

PST-Past

Prog-Progressive
I ND- I ndecisi ve

1

NPT2-Non-Past 2

inc-Inclu si ve
exc-Exclusive
Loc-Locative

Perf ve-Perf ective

DAT-Dative

NOM-Nomirtalizer
I NF'-l nfinitive

P1-Plurai

CP-Co nj u ncti've Parti

CAUS-Causative
PERM-Permissive
Perf -Perlect
GEN-Genitive

NEG-Negative

ci

ple

OBLI-Oblique
INF'E- Interential
POT-Potentiai

.c;
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Notes

I

1l; ttre potential rrodality indicates that the speaker is confirmed about the time
of the action that takes place in the future, but not committed with the occurrence
of the action. (ii) Inferential is a modality of evidential system. Tamang evidential
signals only the way the speaker arrived at knowledge about the event that took
place in past time. The evidential definitely signals how the speaker views the
truth-value of the proposition.
2
1i; Indesive modatity indicates that the speaker has no decision or does not know
about the identification of existence, location or possession of something . (ii) 'mu'
is a Tamang 'to be ' verb that covers the existential, locational, attributive and
possessive meanings of the English 'to be' verb.
3
Relative tense is the fense in which fhe point of reference is not necessarily'now',
but some point in time given by the context. We find relative tense in the nonfinite clauses. In most of the cases in Tamang the tense of non-finite clause is
governed by the verb of the finite clause.
a
Taylor (1913) has divided Tamang absolute tense into four tenses: i. Present
Tense ii. Past Perf'ect Tense iii. Future Tense and iv. Simple Past Tense. She has
included some aspectual and modal markers into Tense system. But Yonjan (2054a
VS) has divided Tamang absolute tense into Past and Non-past.
I In old stories, the use past tense is very limited.
of

NV Complex Predicates in Bote
Balaram Prasain

Tibhuvan, University

l. Introduction
Nominal Complex Predicates are formed,

in

Bote, simply from

the

concatenation of a noun or an adjective or an adverb (host) and a verb (light verb)
causing the complexity in a-structure and s-structure ofthe derived construction. In
this paper, I will attempt to explore this phenomenon only in NV sequences.
Let us observe the examples (la-c); in (1a), verb a- 'come' is intransitive
and has taken an argument in subject position and locative case as the destination.
In (1b), gar- 'do' is transitive verb and has taken two arguments in subject and
object positions. In (1c), verb deh- ' give' is ditransitive verb and has tbken three
arguments in subject, direct object and indirect positions.
Thus, the verbs in (|a-c), a- 'come', gar- 'do' and deh-'give' have taken
arguments and assigned the O-roles to the role players according to their lexical
properties which are basic characteristic features. So, the N+V sequences in (1a-c)
do not form the complex predicates (CPs), they are simplex in both syntactic and
semantic structures.

(1)

a. aite ghar-ma a-ik
Aite house-L come-P3s
'Aite came to home'
b. ram-i hisab gar-ik
Ram-E maths do-P3s
'Ram did maths'
c. sita-i gita-ke kalam deh-ik
Sita-E Gita-D pen give-P3s
'Sita gave Gita a pen'

it

Compare the structures of sentences in (1) and (2). In (1a), we can see
that there is a comer 'Aite' in nominative case and destination g/'ar 'house' in
locative case whereas in (2a), comer is yad 'memory' and destination is not
location rather it is experiencer in dative case. There is also a third argument gir
'song' which is assigned or licensed by noun yad 'memory'. Thus, the N+V
sequence yad a 'remember' has contributed in the semantic and syntactic
configuration.
In (1b), we have the doer 'Ram' in ergative case, and the done thing hisab
'maths' in accusative case whereas in (2b), the done thing is the act of relying
bharosa'reliance'. But (2b) has , in contrast to (1b), a third argument 'Hari' in
locative/dative case. This argument has not been assigned by verb gar- 'do'
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because it is bi-valent verb. Thus, it is clear that argument'Hari'is assigned by
noun bt'arosa' reliance'. So, there is combined contribution of sequence bharosa
gar 'rely' in the formation of the a-structure.

Similarly, in (1c), contains the giver 'Sita', givee 'Gita' and given thing
'pen' in ergative, dative and accusative cases respectively. In (2c), the givel is
'Sita', the givee'Gita'and the given thing is'attention', exactly Iike in (lc).
However, givee or recipient is generally in dative case, e.-q., gita-ke as in (lc). But
the givee in (2c) is in locative case with markin-9 -rnn. Thus. this algunrent or
locative case is not assigned by the verb delt- 'give'. The verb delr- 'give' with
noun d".r,r 'attention'has taken locative case algunrenl gil 'song' where attention
can be paid. Thus, here, the locative case argument is the contribution of both
nominal host dr'-rarr 'attention' and light r,erb delz- '-sive'.
(2) a. aite-ke git
yad
a-ik
Aite-D song-ACC memory-N come-P3s
'Aite rememhered the song'
b.

ram-i
Ram-E

hari-ke

/ma bt'arosa

Hari-D/L

gar -ik

reliance-N do - P3s

'Ram relied on Hari'
c. sita-i katt'a-nm d'yan

Sita-Estory-L

deh-ik
attention-N give-P3s

'Sita paid attention to the story'
Thus, the N' in N+V sequences in (2), yad ' memory', bharosa 'reliance' and
d'yan 'attention' have shown the capacity of being predicates. These nouns while
associating with light verbs a- 'come', gar- 'do' and cleh-'give' have been able to
contribute in the semantic structures of the clauses. Therefore, the N+V sequences
above yad a- 'remember', bt'arosct gar- ' rely' and d'yan deh- ' pay attention' are
uncontroversially complex predicates.
It has been clear from the above examples in (2) that the N in CP can
govern the argument structure of the CP; it does not imply that the verb in
sequence has nothing to confiibute to tlre argumenl structure. Consider the light
verbs hoil'-'happenlbecome' in (3a and 4a) and gar- 'do' in (3b and 4b). The light
verb gar-'do' has sanctioned an agentive argument in (3b) and 14b) whereas the
light verb hokt'- 'happen/become' is incapable of doing so. Tl.rus, in Bote, the light
verbs also contribute in the a-structure and s-structure of the complex predicate in
a clause structure.
(3

)

a.

gt'ar-ko

satr)tt

(ti

hokt'-ik

house-G cleaning-N hilppen/becclme-P3s

'fhe house got cleaned'
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rant-i

b.

(4)

,rp" rro

ghar-ko

Rarn-E his house-G
'Ram cleaned his house'

a.

s

g ar-ik
oi
cleaning-N do-P3s

np"

ghar tap"a ho*-ik

l

house clean happen/become-P3s
'House became clean'
b. raru-i ghar sapt'o gar-ik
Ram-E house clean do-P3s

'Ram cleaned the house'
1.2. The Repertoire of Bote Light Verbs
Some of the light verbs available in Bote language are listed in (5).

(5)

gar- 'do' e.g., madat gar- 'help' , b]'arosa gar- 'rely'
'come' e.g.,
yad a- 'r.emernber' , samjhdna a- 'remember'
-pas
hol*- 'to pass examination, barsa ho*- 'tain'
c. hoil'- 'be' e.g.,
a.

a-

b.

jo- 'go' e.g., iat ja- 'lose caste'; poi,la ia- 'change husband'
de- 'give' e.g., dan deh- t"donate' , ilyon deh' 'pay attention'
piTai *a-'be beaten', loka l*a-'be betrayed'
f. il'a- 'iat'
g. *or- t<eep'".g.,
e.g- na* tar- 'to give name' , iccha *ar- 'wish'
h. tag- 'attacVfeel' e.g., bt'ok lag- 'feel hungry, duta lag-'feel sorry'
i. le- 'take'e.g., sapaT le- 'borrow', maijale- 'enjoy'
j.ka;- 'tighten' e.g., bhau kas- 'bwgain'
d.

e.

k. mar-

'killl

d.g., thakai mar- 'rest' '
l. par- 'befall' e.g., asina par- efall of hailstone'
m. bok- 'carry' e.g., peT bok-'be pregnant'
n. p"er-'change' e.g., sas pher- 'breathe'
o. g"ol- 'put' e.g., kiriya ghal- 'swear'
p. mag-'beg' e.g., ,or*o *og-'apologize'
q. banau-''make' e.g., kura bdnau-' pretend'
r. deil-'see' e.g., sapana deil'- 'dreamr
1.3.

Light Verbs

as Independent Predicates

These light verbs can also occur as independent predicate as shown in the
exanrples t6a-r).

(6)

gdr- 'do'
,nm-I histtb

a.

gar-tai

Rarn-E, maths-ACC do-nP3s
'Ram does maths'
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a-

'come'

aite

g"

a,

a-ik

Aite house-L come-P3s
'Aite came to home'
hokh- 'be'

c.

g"

a,

, ap"

o hokt'-ik

house clean become/happen-P3

s

'House got cleaned.

ja-

d.

'go'

suk bahadur

kal

bajar ga-ik

Suk Bahadur yesterday market _eo-P3s
'Yesterduy, Suk Bahadur went to market.'
e.

deh- 'give'
-i gita-ke paisa

,an

deh-ik
Ram-E Gita-D money give-P3s
'Ram gave money to Gita'
kt'a- 'eat'

f.

bacca-|

b"at

kha-tk

Child-E rice-ACC eat-P3s
'The child ate rice'
g.

dt'ar,an

'keep

)

-i kitab

i;tto1o-*a dhar-ik
bag-L keep-p3s
'Ram kept the book into the bag"'

Ram-E book-ACC
h. lag-

'attach/feel'

sita-ko luga-rna raktaro

Sita-G cloth-L

red

-

,Jog lag-ik
patch

'Sita's cloth got a red patch.'
'take
i . leruai ram-sin kalarn ti-in
I-E Ram-COM pen rake-Pl
'I took a pen from Ram.'

j. kas- 'tighten

hari-i git''o kas-ik
knot tighten-P3s

Hari-E

'Hari tightened the knot.'
k.

mar- 'kill
,a,n-i euTa sap mar-ik
Ram-E one snake kill-P3s
'Ram killed a snake.'

a,Chere-p3s

s

+
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l.par-'befall'

moc"o

jal-ma

Fish-NOM

net-L

m.

par-ik

6'

befall-P3s

bok- 'carry'
aj baDko bhari bok-in
I-E today big
load cany-Pls
mai

n.

'Today, I carried
p"er-'change'
use

a

big load.'

luga pt'er-tai
more cloth change-nP3s

ct'auDi dt'ere

That

girl

'That girl changes more clothes'
o.

ghal- 'put'

ra*-i

etrTa

Ram-E

one

kitab

kin-ik ra

it'ola-ma 'ghal-ik
book-ACC buy-P3s and bag-L put-P3s

'Ram bought a book and put into the bag.'
p. mag- 'beg'

jogi sa* ai

bhichya

mag-tai

Yogi always alms beg-nP3s
'Yogi always begs alms.'

.

q. bansu-'make'
hari mistri ho, u tebul ra kursi banau-tai
Hari-NOM carpenter be-Pr, he table and chair make-nP3s
'Hari is a carpenter. He makes table and chair.'
r. ilekh- 'see'
mai tohar-ke kat dekh-in
I-E you-D yesterday see-Pls
'I saw you Yesterday.'

1.4. Single

Word Equivalents of NV Complex Predicates (Marginal)
NV complexes have equivalent verbs. A few of them

Some of the

are

listed in (7).
(7) a. puja gar-e 'to do worship' = puj-e'to worship'
b. bhok lag-e 'lo leel hunger' = bhoka-e'to be hungry'
c. samjt'ana gar-e 'to do remember' = samjt'-e' to remember'
d. ris ut'-e' to get angr]' = risa-e 'to be angry'

The NV CPs, in Bote, are composed of a predicative noun and a light verb.
Whereas, the single word equivalents are the denominals of the same noun of the
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CP. The equivalent caruies same semantic load and undergoes morphological
processes. But, all the N+V CPs, do not have their comesponding equivalents.

2.The Category Structure of Complex Predicate
2.l .The Nominal as Part of the Verbal Constituent: Scrambling

ln Bote, all the constituents of the simple clause may scramble freely
which do not involve complex predicates. Some of the possible word orders of ( l)
are given in (8a-g). In (8), the nominal immediately preceding the verb in the
unmarked order in (l) need not appear in the immediately pre-verbal position.

(8)

a;

gt'ar-nta aite a-ik

b. aitea-ik g|'ar-nm
c. ram-i gar-ik hisab
d. hisab gar-ik ram-I
e. sita-i kalam gita-ke

ileh-ik

f.

gita-P sita-i kalaru deh-ik

g.

sita-i gita-ke deh-ik kalam

Now consider the complex constructions in (2), all the nominals except
internal to the CPs are free of word order just like (8). They are illustrated in
examples

(9)

'

(9), (10) and (11).

a.Wd a-ik
aite-ke git
b. aite-ke
yad q-ik gil
yad a-ik
c. git
aite-ke
(10) a. bharosa gar -ik ,ont-i hari-ke hncL
b. rom-i bt'arosa. gar-ik hari-ke/nru
:
c . hari-ke /rua bt'arosa gar -ik
,anr-i
(11) a. d'yan ileh-ik sita-i ka/'a-ma
b. sita-i dhyen deh-ik katt'a-tna
c. katt'a-ma sita-i d'yon deh-ik
The nominal within the CP, however is not as much free as to noncomplex. They do not seem to be acceptable to the native speaker when spoken to
him as shown by the ungrammaticality of (12), (13) and (14).

(12)

(13)

a.

*aite-ke yad

b. *yad
c. xyad

git a-ik
aite-ke a-ik git
git a:ik
.aite-ke

a.* ram-i bh arosa hari-ke /ma . gar -ik
b.xbharoia ritm-l gar -ik hari-ke /ma
c. xhari-ke /ma bharosa ram-l gar -ik
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(14)

a.

sita-i dt'yan katt'a-ma deh-ik

b. dt'yan si-ta-i deh-ik katt'a-ma
c. katt'a-t11a d'yan sita-i deh-tk

The facts in (12-13), show that the constituents of the CPs do not really
go for random scrambling. The nominal host and light verb try to maintain the
verbal constituent structure and in combination form a categorial structure.
2.2. A, CP as a Phrasal Category: Topicalization
A topic in Bote occurs clause initially. Even though the light verb in a CP
cannot be scrambled (12-14), but it can be topicalized. The light verb in the CP in
(15) mav be displaced from the CP to the clause initial position in (16). This kind
of displacement to the clause initial or topicalization of the light verb generally
produces specific discourse effect.
1f

5)
.

(16)

,a*-i

balun-ke

gai dan

gar-ik

Ram-E priest-D cow donation-N do-P3s
'Ram donated a cow to the priest'

gar-ik ram-i bahun-ke gaidan
do-P3s Ram-E priest-D cow donation-N
'Ram donated a cow to the priest'

By the lexical integrity hypothesis, which disallows subconstituents of a lexical
unit undergoing syntactic movement, the N and the V of a CP cannot constitute a
lexical unit. That is, it is not a categorial word. If ail X0 categories are lexical units,
then the CP is not an

f

category.

2.3.The Nominal as a Lexical Category
It is noted that the light verb in CP can be topicalised. but the nominal
host can not be topicalised. When the nominal host of example (15) is fronted
clause initially, it produces an ungrammatical sentence as in (17). Thus, we can say
that the nominal host in a CP is lexical category.
1' dan ram-i bahun-ke gai gar-ik
Donation-N Ram-E priest-D cow do-P3s
'Ram donated the priest a cow'

(11)

2.4. Conjoining
Conjoining in Bote is simple. Simple clauses of examples (t9a) and (19b)
are conjoined in (20).

(19)

a.

ram-i sita-ke kitab
deh-ik
Ram-E Sita-D book-ACC give-P3s
Ram gave Sita a book'
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b. rant-i sita-ke kalam deh-ik
Ram-E Sita-D pen-A CC give-P3s

Ram gave Sita a pen'

Qq

rilm-i

,sita-ke

kitab

ra kalam

deh-tk

Ram-E Sita-D book-ACC and pen-ACC give-P3s
'Ram gave Sita a pen and a book'
Brrt, this is not possible when CP-internal nominzrl hosts are conjoined as in (.2t1

(21)

zI.'i'rtun-ke

toro aris ra as

lag-ik

Rerrn-D you-G zeal-N and hope-N adhere-P3s
'Ranr lelt your z.eal and hope'
tr. 'i' ,'rr,rr-i mo hcurke

ap

aman t'a prds ansa g ar-ik

Ranr-E Mohan-D insult-N ernd

praise-N do-P3s

'Ram insulted and praised Muil..ri.'
2.5. Wh-questions

Wh-questions, in Bote, are formed by placing the appropriate w/z-word in
the place of N or NP, as illustrated in (22b-c) and (23b-d).

(22)

a.

aite-i ilere kam

gar-ik

Aite-E much work-N do-P3s
'Aite did a lot of work'
b. kunko

d'rrc kam gar-ik

Who-E much work-N do-P3
'Who did a lot of work
c.

(23)

?

aite-i kya gar-ik ?
Aite-E what do -P3s
'Whar did Aite do

?'

a. ,a,n-i sita-ke euta *or"o cteh-ik
Ram-E Sita-D one fish give-P3s
b.

'Ram gave Sita a fish'
kunko sita-ke euta ,nor"

o

cleh-ik

?

Who-E Sita-D one fish give-P3s
'Who gave Sita a fish

c. ,a,n-i kakt'ro

euta

?'

*or"o

deh-ik

Ram-E who-D one fish give-P3s
'Whom did Ram give a fish ? '
d. rant-i sita-ke kya deh-ik ?
Ram-E Sita-D what give-P3s
'What did Ram give Sita ?'

?
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But, the nominal hosts in CPs do not form the lVft-questions. (24b) and
(25b) are thus unacceptable as interrogative counterparts of (24a) and (25a)
respectively.

(24)

a.

ra,n-i katt'a-ma dhyan deh-ik
Ram-E story-L attention-N give-P3s
'Ram paid attention to the story'

b. * ram-i katha-makya deh-ik

?

Ram-E story-L what give-P3s

(25)

'xWhat did Ram give to the story
a. ram-in'tohan-ma bharosa

?

gar-ik

Ram-E Mohan-L reliance-N do-P3s
'Ram relied on Mohan'
b. * rant-i mohan-ma kya gar-ik
Ram-E Mohan-L what do-P3s
'* What did Ram do to Mohan ?'
2.6. Relativization
The nominal host in a CP can not be replaced by the gap of a relative clause,
as illustrated in (27), in contrast to ordinary nominals as illustrated in (26).
(26) a. use patt'ar ljun ram-i
d'ere Dherlo rahi
that stone-N that Ram-E brring-P3s very big be-P3s
-qn-ik)
'The stone that Ram brought
was very big'
b. use mact'o I jun ram-i sita-ke
moro-sin baTi
that fish that Ram-E Sita-D
give-P3s I-G-with be-nP3s
'The fish that Ram gave to Sita-tleh-ikl
is with me'
(27) a. * use bh arosa I jun ram-i mohan-ma gar-ik )
that reliance that Ram-E Mohan-L do-P3s

b.*

use*yan

ljun ram-| kafa-ma-deh-ikl

give-P3s
that attention-N that Ram-E story-IAnother way of relativizing in Bote is using relative marker jun to mark the
relativized NP, with a pronoun as the head of the relative clause as. shown in
t-

example (28).

(28) a.,am-i jun

patl'ar

an-ik,

urc d'rrc Dheqo rahi

Ram-E that stone-N bring-P3s , that

very big

be-P3s

'The stone that Ram brought was very big'
b. ram-| sita-ke jun. macho deh-ik , use moro-sin baTi
Ram-E Sita-D that fish give-P3s, that I-G-With be-nP3s
'The fish that Ram gave to Sira is with me'
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But, the nominals internal to CP can not be relativized in this way also
illustrated in (29)

(2g)

a. *'

ront-i

git

jun yad gar-ik .

as

1tse.........

Ram-E song that memory-N do-P3s, that......
b. * sita-ke katt'a-nw jtm d'yan deh-ik, t$e......
Sita-D story-L that attention give-P3s, that......
3. Predicatehood

in Complex Predicates

3.1. The Nominal Host as an Independent Predicate

As discussed above, the nominal hsst is an independent predicate

as

shown in (30a) and (30b). In (30a), the verb a 'come' has taken two arguments, one
comer'Aite' and a destination-gt'ar 'house' but in (30b), the argument gir'song' is
assigned by nominal host not by the verb tr 'c^.'e'. Thus, N of CP is a predicate.

(30)

gt'ar a-ik
Aite house come-P3s

a. aite

'Aite-came to home'
b. aite-ke gir Wd

a-ik

Aite-D song memory-N

come-P3s

'Aite remembered the song'

3.2.The Complex Predicate as a Single Predicate': Gapping
In Bote, the predicate of a clause, an argument of a the predicate or the
head of an argument can be gapped. The types of gapping in Bote language are
shown in examples (31), (32) and (33).
Gapping of a predicate is illustrated in (31).

(31)

a.

ram

bajar ga-ik

ra hari

gt'ar------------,,

Ram-NOM market go-P3s and Hali-NOM house
'Ram wenti to market and
b. sita-ke bt'ok lag-ik

Hari-; home'
ra gita-ke plas

Sita-D hunger adhere-P3s and Gita-D thirst
'Sita felti hunger and Gita _i
thirstr
-.

In (32), an argument is gapped.

(32)

buba-i birltnlat bun-ik ra ama-i
Father-E small net knit-P3s and mother-E sell-P3s
-bec-ik
'Father knitted I a small net]i and mother sold
-_--,
And in (33), the head of an argument can be gapped.
(33) a. ,o*-i lrrf'ct DOD bana-ik ra gore-i purano
bec-ik
Ram-E new boat make-P3s and Gore-E old
sell-P3s
-'Ram made a new boati and Gore sold an old _-t
a.

'

But, the nonhead in an NP cannot be gapped as (34).

\
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gai an-ik ra hari-i roktaro / *-bail'ra bec-ik
goat sell-P3s
Ram-E red
cow bring-P3s and Hari-E red
'Ram brought a red cow and Hari sold,a redl*- i goot.'

(34) ,ant-i

raktaro

Now, consider the coordination of CP constructions. Only light verb cannot

(35)

be

a. ram-ke katt'a yad

a-ik ra h ani;-ke kab.ita so*fanoI*
Ram-E story memory-N come-P3s and Hari-D poem remembrance-N
-

come-

a-ik
come- P3s
'Ram remembered a story and Hari a poem'
b. ram-i hari-ke chema gar-ik ra sita-i ot'rdi-ke swegat gar'ik f'Ram-E Hari-D pardon-N do-P3s and Sita-E he-D welcome do-P3s
'Ram pardoned Hari and Sita welcomed him.'
Only nominal host cannot be gapped as in (36a, b)
(36i a. ,arr-i bacco-*o iuyon dhar-ik ra sita-i hari-ko ka{a-ma dhyan /*
Ram-E child-L attention-n keep-P3s and Sita-E Hari-G story-L attention-

N

deh-ik

give-P3s
'Ram paid attention to the child and Sita on Hari's story'
b. ram-i syam-ke rnadat gar-ik ra sita-i gita-sin madat/ *
Ram-E Shyam-D help-N do'P3s and Sita-E Gita-From help-N take-P3s
-li'ik
'Ram helped Shyam and Sita took help from Gita
But, the entire CP can be gapped as in (37).
o'
.
(3'7) sita-ke kabita iai par-ik ra gita-ke katt'a /
.
. '*
Sita-D poem like-N befall-P3s and Gita-D story
'Sita liked poem and Gita
story'

4. The Argumenthood of the Nominal
-i Host
It has already been shown in (2.2) that CP is a phrasal category and
functions as a single predicate. But under the passivization process, verb agrees
with the nominal host internal to the CP, this phenomenon shows the apparent
paradox to the status of the CP as a single unit.
Passivization
The argument status of the nominal host is endorsed by the fact that it
inay undergo passivization. The passivization of ordinary sentenc6s in Bote, is
shown (38b).
4.1 .

-I{V Conrplex
(38)

.

..

I

nA

a. ranx-i ,rror"

o

mar-ik

fish kill-P3s
'Ram caught fish' [it: Ram

Ram-E

killed fish.]

b. ntac"o mar-ih-tk

Fish kilI-PASS-P3s
'Fish is caught'

The object nrac''o'frsh' shows an OBJ-SUBJ alternation in the active and
passive pair. Now, let's see the CP-internal nominal ntadatin (39a), and its passive
counterparts in (39b).
(39) a. ram-i hari-ke madat gar-ik
Ram:E Hari-D help-N do-P3s
'Ram helped Hari'
b. hari-ke nradat gar-ih-ik
Hari-D help do-PASS-P3s
'Hari was helped'

In (39b), hari-ke is not the subject of the

sentence, we must therefore

conclude that the nominal madat'help' is the subject of the passivized sentence.
This sort of behaviour of the nominal host internal to CP indicates that the nominal
host is an ARG.
5. Predicate Composition
The s-structure and a-structure
l

ofa light verb gar-'do'and

madat 'help', and their composition madat gar-

t do help'

a nominal host
are exemplified in the.

following examples.
The s-structure and a-structure ofthe light verb gar- 'do'as in (40)
(40)
'done thing'] DO
['doer'

)

PRE,D

S-STR

A-STR

The s-strltcture and a-structure of the nominal host nlad}'help' as in (41)
(4t)
'helped' I
S-STR
[ 'helper'
nxadat
I

)

PRED

A-STR

f
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Conrposin-u (.1()) and (4
lrt:lp' as i ii {42i.

42)

[

l)

rve get the s-structure anc'a-structurc

rlo,-rr'

rl

'dope thing' ]

of madat gar-'do

S-STR

['helircr'' 'l-relped'l HELP
gar-ik
(Arg'

)

A-STR

N.B. integer subscripts say nothing ttrore then cotr 'ing.
.
Thus, this approach does not let two lo : :al subjects contributed by two
predicates to appear simultaneously in the derivr' ' ,n, one of the predicate gets the
status of arguments in A-structure. Hence the t put is ntonclausal which maps
unambiguously onto f-structure. The status I CP is functional rather than
categorial.
6. Constituent Str,ucture

Constituent structure (c-structure ) or .:-ammatical category structure of
CP looks for its categorial status. Conjoining r' parts of CP violates the lexical
integrity hypothesis, which disallows subconsti ':nts of a. lexical item undergoing
syntactic movemenl (Yadava, 1998:4). Findin show that CP in Bote is not a
categorial word.
7. Conclusion

In.conclusion, we have accounted

1'l two sets of apparently ptzzling

behhviour of N+V CPs in Bote in terms of strl ural mismatches. On the one hand
N in the CP acts differently from other argun' nts in the clause and on the other
hand, for the process of passivization, it ma-t rehave like an independent entity
with the same status as the other argument in tl clause.
Nominal within the CP is the part ol he predicate which determines the
number of arguments, their cases and meaninl r on the one hand, but on the other
hand, it can be the subject of the passivized cr' :struction. This sort of behaviour of
N in the CP shows that it has multiple ass'-'iation at various structural levels
namely, as argument in a-structure and as a pr ,.',.licate in s-structure.
The N in the CP cannot undergo gar iring because it is predicate internal.
The CP in Bote is not lexical category, as shr',' n by topicalization of the light verb.
But the nominal, which is a lexical category. phrasally concatenates with the light
verb. Thus NV complex predicates in Bote shorv the structural mismatches.
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The syntactic phenomena like gapping and scrambling suppoil that the
NV complex predicates are single unit (entity/ word), while passivization suggest
that the nominal host within a CP itself is an independent argument (entity/word).
Thus, the wordhood of a CP is split in Bote. The lexicality relevant to Bote NV
complex predicate is FUNCTION WORD, not CATEGORIAL WORD.
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Classification and Morphophonemics of
the Dhimal Verb Stems*
Karnakhar Khatiwada

Introduction
Dhimal language belongs to the pronominalized group of the TibetoBurman family. The speakers of this language arc mainly distributed in the Jhapa
and Morang Districts of the eastern Nepal. According to the census report (1991)
of Nepal the total number of the Dhimal speakers is 15014. But, the authorities of
1.

the 'Dhimal Jatiya Bikas Kendra', one of the social organizations of the Dhimal
people, claim the number of Dhimals to be around thirty thousands.l
Dhimal language spoken in Nepal is divided into two dialects. These twodialects.are supposed io be separated by the 'Kankai river' and are named as easteln
and western dialects (King:1994). The differences between these two dialects can
be seen in the vocabularies which may be due to the borrowings from the Rajbansi
and Bengali in the eastern dialect, and by the simplified verb morphology of the
eastern dialect of Dhimal.

This study is based on the western dialect of Dhimal. The data for this
study were collected from the speakers of Damak municipality of Jhapa and the
Urlabari VDC of the Morang district. In this paper the verb stems of the Dhimal
language have been classified on the basis of their structural types, derivational
processes and the morphophonemic alternations.
2 Stem Classification
2.

I Stem Structure

On the basis of the structure, the verb stems in Dhimal, can be classified
into three classes: Primitive, Derivative and Complex.
tr

2.1.1 Primitive Verb Stems

Primitive stems are those that are monomorphemic and can be considered
Majority of the verb stems is monosyllabic, e.g.,

(1)

cct
ga:/gak
/ga?t
d. khaq
e. nham
f. khar
g. col
h.gi
i. khu
j. ce:/cek
k. do
a.
b.
c. ga?

Gipan Vol. l:2, pp.,233-244

'eat'

'cook'

'(to) water'
'see'

'smell'
'weep'
'buy'

'know'
'steal'

'cut'
'say'

as basic.
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Some of the stemi jan be fbund with more than one syllable. But they can
not be analyzed as a combi.:ation of two morphemes, e.g.,
(2) a. poto
'(to) be short'
'get into'
b. wala?t/wala?

porhe
urai
e. kurai
f . tolhe
g, ahu
h. herlloi
c.

'read'

d.

'fly'
'pick up ftom the ground.'

'lift.'
'cry'

'swing'

2.1.2 Deriv ative Verb Stems

The derivative stems are obtained by adding different derivational
suffixes to the basic verbs.and are formed polymorphic. The most common
derivation is the formation of the causative and the negative stem. Intransitive
bases can be transitivized with the suffix -pa and the transitive bases are
causativized adopting the same process. The pa- as a basic verb carries its own
meaning 'do'. So, the causative stem can be considered as

the

sequence

of two

verbs. e.g..

(3)

Base
leq'laugh'
b. jlne 'sleep'
c. khar'weep'

Transitive / Causative
lem-pa 'cause to laugh'
jim-pa'cause to sleep'
khar-pa 'cause to weep'
d. kha?t/ kha? 'run away' kha? -pa'cause to run way'
e. co?t/co?'be thin'
co? -pa 'cause to be thin'
f. gl 'know'
gi-pa 'cause to know'
g. rll'forget'
nil-pa 'cause to forget'
a.

hul'fall'
hul-pa 'cause to fall'
khatl'see'
kham-pa'cause to see'
j. te 'walk'
te-pa 'cause to walk'
k. co1 'buy'
col-pa 'cause to buy'
l. phom 'remember' phom-pa 'cause to remember'
h.

i.

The primitive and derivative stems can be further derived to make an
adjectival by sullixing -ka to the stem which is also used as a nominalizer as well
as relativizer. The bases are also used to derive the manner adverbs by suffixing
pa/pha followed by the emphatic clitic -a'tl.e.g.

r

Kzrrnzrkhar Khzrtir,vada

(4)

Root

Adjective Adverb

a. reru'be
b. mar 'be

good'
quick'

I 235

Emphatic

rem-ka rem-pha
mar-ka mar-pha

reru-pha-rl
marphaq
Sometimes, it is difficult to distinguish an adjective from a nominalized
attribute because both are derived suffixing -fta.

The bases which can be inflected for tenses and adjectivized with the
suffix -ka are given.

(5)

Root

Adjective

Yerbal Inflection

a. rent'be good'

rent-ka'good'

rem-khe 'becomes good'
bhem-khe'becomes hot'
cu4-khe'becomes cold'
da-khe 'becomes black'

b. bhem'be

\.
\

hot'

c. ca4 'be cold'
d. da 'be black'

t

bhem-ka'

hot'

cu1-ka'cold'
da-ka'black'

2.1.3 Complex Stems
Complex stems are formed by adding various kinds

of modal verbs and
aspectual suffixes to the primitive and derivative stems. The complex stems,
though internally complex, fbrm a single unit and take tense morphemes and other
verbal sufTixes. e.g.

(6)

Stem
ca-pi-

Inflection

a.

eat-give
b.

c.

ka um ca-pi-kha

(benefactive) Iriceeat-give-PRES.ls

ca-lhaeat-go (purposive)
ca-caeat-modal (Persuasive

ka ca-ca-q-ka

)

\*

khar-puweep-aspectual
(motion away)
e. ca-pi-pu-

d.

-i

eat-give-aspectual
f.

pi-pttgive-aspectual

'I eat rice ( for other's sake)'
ka ca-lha-kha
I eat- go-PRES.1s
'I go in order to eat'

I earModal-FUT-ls

'l shall

eat (to make someone

happy )'
wa khar-pu-hi
he weep-ASP-PST

He went away weeping'

ca-pi-pu-hi
'(he) went away earing ( for
others )'

pi-pu-hi

'(he) went away giving'
The negative stem is formed prefixing ma- to the verb. e.g.
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(7)

a. ka ltate hane-kha

I

market go-PRES.l

s

'I go to market.'
b. ku hate rna-har,te-kha
I rnarket NEG-go-PRES.
'I do not go to market.'

(8)

1

s

a. ztrc-herl utt't cr-pa-b

younger brother-DAT rice eat-CAUS-IMP
'Feed the younger brothcr rice !'

b. on e-lte ll Lutl tltct-r:tt - prt -$
yoLrnger brottrer'-DAT rice NEti-car-CAUS-IN,IP
'Don't feed the 1,rlr-ln_qel' brother rice !'
Ir{egatir.'izzttion of the norninals also takes the sanle process as the verb, e.g.,
(9)
a. rernka 'gctocl'
t?tu-re ntkt'r'rKtt good'

b.

cutlko'cold'

c. elka'good'

nlo-cLrr1kct'not cold'

mrt-elko'bad'

2.2Stem Final Segments
Dhimal verb stems,can be olassified in term of final segments having
morphophonemic alternation occurred in the inflectional paradigms. All the
vowels can occur as stem finals distinguished as short and long before the
consonant. Regular stem final consonants are /m"/ /4 / /l/ and /r/. The stops /k/ and
ltl retain in case of vowel initial suffixes and are deleted before the consonant
initial ones. The stem final ltl is always preceded by the glottal stop /?l which
retains even afJer the deletion of /r/ following it. Stem final /t</ is deleted before the
consonant or in word final position. In this case, the vowel preceding lkt is
Iengthened.
On the basis of stem finals. Dhimal verbs can be classified in four groups.
They ale:

l: l-?t I Finals
The stems with /-?t/ final have two allomorphs. The final /rl is deleted
befble a consonant and in word final position . Bu" /?/ is realized in all cases. e.g.
(10) Root
-V
-C I -#
2.2.1 Class

a.

kha?r

b. kltu?t
c. ki?t

d.tlte?t
e. co?t

kha?tkltLt?tki?tthe?tco?t-

kha?khu?-

ki?the?co?-

'run away'
'go downsrairs'
'want'
'tear'
'be thin'
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2.2.2 Class2:

l-kl Finals

The stems with /-H final also have two allomorphs. Tt(e hnal segment /-*/
is deleted before a consonant or in the word final position and is realized before a
vowel. When /kl is deleted there is a compensatory lengthening of the preceding

vowel , e .g",
( I l)
Root

-v

-c/-#

a. suk

suk-

su: -

b, ik

ik-

i:-

C. SOK

soktek-

so: -

gak-

8a:

d. tek

't

e.

gLk

'caugh'
'redden'
'exchange'
'smear'

te: -

'cook ( rice )'

2.2.3 Class 3: Sonorant Consonant Finals
The stems with sonorant consonants in the linal position are grouped in
this class. The sonorants are /m/ /r1 / /r/ and /U. The stem final lml lrl and /l/ rcmain
unchanged throughout the paradigms. However, the velar nasal /t1/ changes into lnl
intervocalically. Some verbs with sonorant finals are as follow:

l.lmlfinals

(12)

11.
(

1

Root
am
b. rim
c. phom
d. rhum
e. ranx
f. yom '
a.

-V
amrimphomrhumranxyom-

-C I -#

arnrim-

'drink'
'catch'

phom-'rccall'
rhum-'wait'

ramyom-

'loss'

'sit'

lrll finals

3)

{

Root

-v

-c/-#

a. clorl

don-

doq-

'weigh'

b. nirl

nin-

txiTl-

c, )'arl

,an-

d. leq

len-

yaqlurl-

'say a stroy'
'stamp'
'laugh'

CLTI'L-

cuTl-

'be cold'

e"

cltq

III. lr/ finals

(14)

Root
a, khctr
b

.

rltir

c" hur
d.

pher

v

-cl-#
thir-

'weep'
'weave'

hurpher-

'spin'

khar-

'sneer'
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lll finals

(15)

Root

-v

-ct-#

a. col

coldul-

coldul-

nil-

ruil-

'inter'
'forget'

nal-

nal-

'recognize'

b. dul
c. ntl
d. nal

'buy'

2.2.4 Class 4: Vowel Finals

The verb stems having vowel
class. Some examples are:
l" lal finals

Root
(16) a.ca
b-po
c. ruha
d. nha

-V

-ct-#

c-

c{t'
pa-

'eat'
'do'

mhanha-

'intoxicate'

p'
ruh-

nh-

lI. lil finals

(17)

Root
a. si
b. kai
c. si
d. nui
g. rhai

in the final position are grouped in this

'dance'

-V

-ct-#

sy-

oi6"

kay-

kai-

'know'
'call'

.ry-

si-

'die'

nuy-

ttuirhai-

'scratch'

rhay-

'swim'

III. lel finals
(

18)

Root
te
b. tolhe
c. jhe
d. khe
a.

-V

-c l. -#

ry-

te-

'walk'

tolhy-

tolhe-

jhy

jhu-

khy-

khe-

'awake'
'peel off
'play a musical

instrument'

IV" lul finals
(

19)

Root

-v

-cl-#

a. khut
b. dusu

khwduswohw-

khu-

c. ahu

dui,s r,t-

ahu-

'steal'

'visit'
'cty'

Y. lol finals

(20)

Root

.V

.C

a.io

juu-

jo-

'sew'

b. lo

lw-

lo-

'come'

c.o

w-

d. mho

nthvv,-

omho-

'hide'

/ -#
'steam'

1-

L
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2.3 Stem Final Alternation
The Dhimal verb stems are grouped into four classes on the basis of stem
final segments (3.1.2). The morphophonemics in the process of suffixation is
discussed below.

The stems grouped in class one (3.1.2.1) have two variants. Before a
vowel they remain unaltered and before a consonant the final /ri is deleted.
I. ?l- finals
Before a Vowel.
kha?t-'run away'

(21)
a"*

t.

$

,*,b

kha?t-aq-ka
run-FUT-l s
'I shall run'
c. kha?t-aine
run-HORT
'Let's run !'
a.

b. kha?t-a-na

run-FUT-2s
'You shall run'
d. kha?t-ako

run-OPT
'May he run'

Before a consonant and in the word final context,

(22)

kha?-hi
run-PST
'He/they ran'
c. kha?-pa-kha
a.

b. kha?-dor7-khe

run-PROG.PRES
'(He/they) is/are running'
d. kha-$
run-CAUS-PRES.ls run-IMP.s
'(l) cause somebody run' 'Run !'
The stem frnal /t/ in Dhimal verb is always preceded by the glottal stop.
The stems which are grouped in class two (3.1.2.2 ) also have two
variants. Basically, there is the velar &op lH in the stem final position . The final lkl
is realized before a vowel,'and is deleted before, a consonant or in the word final
position. The elision of //c/ results as the compensatory lengthening of the
preceding vowel.

\

I. /-k/ finals
' Before a vowel

suk- 'cough'
suk-ar1-ka
cough-FUT-ls
'I shall cough'
(24) a. pok-ako
chop-OPT
'May he/they chop !'

(23)

a.

b. suk-a-na

cough-FUT-2s.
'You shall cough'
b. pok-aine

chop-HORT
'Let's chop'
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c. pok-ar1

chop-FUT
'He/they will chop'
Before a consonant and worcl final context

(25)

a.

su:

kha

b

cou..8h-PRES.

'I
c.

1

cough'

.tr, :

s

" su: -dor1-khe-na
cough-PROG-PRES -2s
'You are coughing'

-gltu-nltct-lti

cou-eir-PH- lp-PST
'We used to cough'

(26)

$
chop-IMP.s
'chop'

b.le:-

a. pcs:-

Q

sin_r-IMP.s

'sing

!'

c. so."- 0
exchange-IMP"s
'exclran ge !'

The stenrs u,ith sonorant consonant finals are grouped in class three
(2.2.3). The stems

vvitl-r

lml

lrl ltncl'lll do not change. But the stem final lr1/ changes

into lnl intervocalicaili' arrcl intri
strffix -pct. The followin g

r-i-i

ir's

e rl

the
il be

show the status of stem finaX sonorants in the suffixation

Before a vowel

(27)

khar-

'weep'

a. khar-arl-ka

weep-FUT-

1s

'(I) shall weep'
c. khar-ako
weep-OPT
'May he/they weep'
Before a Consonant

d

L't.

klmr-ctirrc

weep-HORT
'Let's weep I'

\+

L.L
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(2

B

)

-$
weep-PRES-3
'He/they weep(s)'

a. khu r-klrc

khar-clor1-kha
weeP-PROG-PRES.ls

b"

'I anl r,veeping'

c. kltcu'-7ta-kltu
ure r.P-CAtlS-FR-ES. I s
'I cattse soltloorte weep'
IT, ttt-

final

Betore a \'ou,el
ttnt-'clrink'

{It))

a.

iltn-rtll-ku
ls
I shall drink'

b. urtt-ttine

clrink-FliT'-

1

drink-HOR-['
'Let's clrink !'

t . (tttt-nko
drink-OPT'
'May he/they drink'
Before a consonant and word finzrlly

(30)

tr.arn-khcr
drink-PRES.

b.ctrrt-klte-rrcr

ls

drinkr
c. lm-gha-kha
drink-PH-PRES.ls
'I usecl to eat' '
'l

drink-PRE,S-2s
rYou

drink'

d. col-

Q

buy-IMP"s
lbuy I'

III. J- final
Before a vor.vel

col'buy'
(3

1)

huy-FtiT''rl

,\

b. col-aine

a. r:ol-ntl-kct

'(I) shall
c

.

c'rs

l-

1

s

bu3,'

buy-HORT
'Let's buy

!'

oko

buy-OPT
'May lre/they buy !'
Before a consonant or word finally
(32) a" c:ol- glta
b. col-doq-khe-na
buy-PROG-PRES-2s
buy-PST. ls
'You are buying'
'(I) bought'
d. col-Q
c. col-nha-hi
buy-IMP.s
buy- lp-PST
'We bought'

t

'buy

!'
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IV. 4- final
Betbre a vowel
klta1-'see'

(33)

khan-ar1-ka
see-FUT-ls
'(I) shall see'

a.

b. khcut-a-na
see-FUT-2s

'(You) shall see'

c. kltatraine (klta1-aine) d. kha*ako ( kharl-ako )
'Let's see !'
see-OPT
'May he/they see I'
see-HORT
Befbre a consonant or word finally
(34) a. kltarl-klrc-na
b. khonr-pa-kha

see-PRES-2s
'You see'

see-CAUS-PRES.ls

'(I) cause someone see'

c. kltatl-ttha-khe

lp-PRES
'We see'
a. kha4- Q
see-

(3s)

see-IMP.s
'See !'

h don-

Q

weigh-IMP.s
'Weigh !'
The vowel final stems are grouped in class fotr (2.4.4). All the vowels
can occupy the stem final position. Before a consonant and word final context,
lhey do not get any change. Before a vowel initial suffix, the stem final vowels
change according to the following rule:
(36)

{t"

at
(t"

b.
C.

}-v

{uo}-+w

The rule (36) states, the stem final
lvl,
I. i-final

(31)

a

a+0

garlka)
konw-FUT-ls
'(I) shall know'

'a. gi-ar1-ka (

lil
b.

and

lel beforc la / change into palatal glide

gi-ako (gyako)
know-OPT
'May (he/they) know'

II. e finals

(38)

tyaqka)
walk-FUT-ls
'(I) shall walki

a. te-aq-ka (

b. tollte-ar1-ka ( rltollq'ar1ka )
awake-FUT-ls
r(I)

shall awake'
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According to the rule (36), the stem final
glide lwl before a vowel.

III.

lul

and

lol

change into bilabial

a- finals

(39)

kltu-aq ( khwarl
sreal-FUT
'S/he/they will steal'

a.

b. khu-aine ( khwaine)

steal-HORT
'Let's steal l'

c. khtrako ( khwako)
steal-OPT
'May lrelthey steal !'

(40)

a-

ahu-a1-ka ( alnvaqka) b. altu-aine (alutaitre)

call-FUT-ls
'I shall call'

call-HORT
'Let's call'

IV. o- finals

(41)

jo-o\-ka ( jwa\ka)
sew-FUT-ls
'(D shall sew'

a.

c.

jo-aine (jwaine)
sew-HORT
'Let's sew I'

b.

jo-ako (jwako)
sew-OPT
'May he sew !'

V. a-final
The stem final a- and suffix initial -a simplify into a single unit: (see 36).
(42) a. ccL-aq-ka ( caqka) b. ca-aine (caine)
eat-FUT-ls
eat-HORT
'Let's eat !'
'(I) shall eat'
c. ca-ako (cako)

(43 )

ear-oPT
'May he/they eat !'
a. nha-arl-ka ( nhary-ka)
dance-FUT- 1s
'(I) shall dance'
c. nha-ako ( nltako)
dance-OPT
'May he dance !'

b. nha-aine Qtltaine)

dance-HORT
'Let's dance !'

b. wa yom-pi-dory- gha-hi
he sit-give-PROG-PH-PST
'He was sitting (for others
benefit)'

3. Conclusion

Most of the primitive stems of the Dhimal are monosyllabic and of
monomorphemic nature. The derivative stems are obtained by adding different
derivational suffixes to the basic verb stems and are formed polymorphemic. The
most common derivation is the formation of the causative and negative stems.
Sometimes, the nominals, adjectives and verbals are derived from the same bases,
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i.e., sometimes it is difficult to distinguish an adjective from a nominlized
attribute. Diff'erent modal and aspectual suffixes are added to the primitive and the
derivative stems.
Dhimal verb stems show the different morphophonemic shapes in the
inflectional paradigms. AII the vowels can occur as stem finals whereas the
consonants

are limited to occur in the stem final position.

Different

morphophonemic rules can be formulated to explain the nature ofl the stem final
segments.
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I
The general secretary of 'Dhimal Caste Development Committee (Dhimal Jaatiya Bikaas
Kendra)' Ram Bahadur Dhimal said that the committee had calculated the population of the
Dhimal people. (I997) (Pelsonal communication).

